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Abstract 
From Point Defects to Ripples: Ultrafast Laser Induced High Spatial Frequency Laser Induced 
Periodic Surface Structures 
by 
Michael J. Abere 
Chair: Steven M. Yalisove 
 This dissertation explores the interaction between ultrashort laser pulses and solids and 
focusses specifically on regular corrugations produced in semiconductors. Individual structures 
have length scales ranging from less than a nm to hundreds of nm, uniformly cover the entire 
irradiated region, and form in air at ambient temperature and pressure. The resulting 
morphologies are characterized in a combination of optical microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy, atomic force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and Raman 
spectroscopy. These experimental results are combined with finite element frequency domain 
calculations in order to develop a physical model for the formation of ultrafast laser induced 
nanostructures.  
 This thesis identifies a coupled mechanism that operates in a specific range of fluences in 
semiconductors between two well understood ultrafast laser thresholds, that for band-gap 
collapse and ultrafast-melt, that produces a unique corrugation known as high spatial frequency 
laser induced periodic surface structures (HSFL). The HSFL have period < 0.3 times the laser 
 xii
wavelength and are predominately epitaxial single crystal. While these structures are observed to 
form universally in semiconductors, previous existing models have focussed on a single 
component of the coupled process and either do not predict the period, allow for an evolution 
through multiple intermediate nanostructures, or explain the polarization dependence on 
orientation. 
 This thesis meets three stated goals. First, this thesis determines that the mechanism 
responsible for ultrafast point defect generation generation in semiconductors is a softening of 
the inter-atomic binding potential due to electron excitation, which allows for some atoms to drift 
to an interstitial site with their room temperature thermal velocity. Diffusion of the resulting 
vacancy/interstitial pairs redistributes mass in order to form nanostructures such as islands, pits, 
and the aforementioned HSFL. 
 Second, this thesis establishes that role of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) on 
nanostructures formed by the diffusion of laser induced point defects is to localize point defect 
generation where the absorbed intensity is maximized. The interplay between SPPs and transient 
surface morphologies driven by strain relaxation, via diffusing defects, results in the evolution 
through three distinct periods during HSFL formation. The first intermediate LIPSS population is 
a previously unreported stage of evolution that has the highest of the three observed spatial 
frequencies and is responsible for the initial coherence between the structures and laser 
polarization. The second, longer period forms at the grating coupled SPP wavelength, and the 
third is the result of a bifurcation of those structures. 
 xiii
  Third, this thesis will investigate the wavelength dependence of ultrafast laser materials 
interactions as a means to gain control over the formation of islands and HSFL. Small excursions 
from the laser's fundamental frequency produce HSFL with periods that scale with the grating 
coupled SPP wavelength. Further, this thesis demonstrates that the defect generation and SPP-
based mechanisms can be decoupled, which allows for the formation of nanodots that do not 
align into HSFL. By establishing a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms responsible 
for HSFL formation, this thesis opens the potential for ultrafast laser directed self-assembly. 
 xiv
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 The interaction between ultrashort laser pulses and solids allows for the study of 
materials under extreme conditions. By compressing light pulses down to the femtosecond 
timescale, solids can be irradiated at intensities on the order of 1011-1013 W/cm2 while only 
depositing microjoules of energy into the material. For the irradiation conditions covered in this 
thesis, these high intensity lasers excite solids into an unusual non-equilibrium state where the 
electrons have temperatures exceeding 11,000°K [Wang, 1994] while the lattice remains at room 
temperature [Chen, 2006]. Moreover, the excited non-equilibrium carrier density is often on the 
order of 10% of all valence electrons in the solid [Graves, 1998], which substantially changes the 
interatomic binding potential [Lindenberg, 2005]. The dynamical pathway a material takes back 
to equilibrium from this unusual state may permit atomic mixing [Serpenguzel, 2008],   rapid 
liquid-vapor separation [Reis, 2006], or surface morphologies [Tull, 2006] generally inaccessible 
by other means.  
 This thesis will focus on a surface corrugation in semiconductors unique to ultrafast laser 
irradiation known as high spatial frequency laser induced periodic surface structures (HSFL) so 
named because they have periods < 0.3 times the laser wavelength. The structures self-assemble 
via an additive mass redistribution process as opposed to the far more commonly studied laser 
ablation [Liu, 1997; Bonse, 2002; Ancona, 2008; Sher, 2011; Kumar, 2014]. The way in which 
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the long timescale material response to ultrafast laser irradiation could drive an additive process 
have remained largely unexplored and thus the mechanism for HSFL formation has remained 
unexplained. This thesis will present, for the first time, a complete model detailing the cascading 
and coupled mechanisms driven by surface plasmon polariton coupling and a semiconductor’s 
material response to ultrafast laser irradiation responsible for HSFL formation as well as each of 
the intermediate nanostructures observed during formation. These additional morphologies 
include a combination of LIPSS, islands, and pits. 
This thesis will describe the way in which this laser induced self-assembly arises from the 
generation of vacancy/interstitial pairs formed on a sub-picosecond timescale after an optical 
excitation softens the inter-atomic binding potential within a fluence range between the well 
understood ultrafast laser damage thresholds of band-gap collapse [Glezer, 1995] and ultrafast-
melt [Lindenberg, 2005]. By understanding the origin the point defects and the fluences at which 
they can form and accumulate, this thesis will refine the fundamental physical understanding of 
ultrafast laser materials interactions. Understanding the formation of vacancy/interstitial pairs 
expands upon our previous understanding of band-gap collapse by showing that the lattice does 
not completely restore after bond softening.   
Furthering the fundamental understanding of ultrafast laser materials interactions allows 
us to confirm models within other fields where the processes have overlap. The strain driven 
defect diffusion leading to these structural and compositional properties can serve as an alternate 
system for confirming models for surface patterning in the fields of molecular beam epitaxy and 
ion beam irradiation. In addition, the study of a material’s pathway back to equilibrium from a 
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state in which the electron and ion temperatures are orders of magnitude apart from each other 
has allowed for the use the laser to study phase changes in nuclear power applicable materials 
[Rittman, 2015].  
 A major advantage of laser based techniques is techniques that they have the speed and 
scalability for roll-to-roll processing [Ahn, 2008] and can be performed in air at ambient 
temperature and pressure. The HSFL presented in this thesis are one such nanostructure that 
could be patterned on the sheet scale with these next generation lasers. The epitaxial and 
stoichiometric nature of the HSFL hold potential to improve production of nano-plasmonic 
[Schuller, 2010] and optoelectronic [Sher, 2011] devices. Surface patterning typically leads to a 
loss of the original crystal structure, which leads to losses in device efficiency through scattering 
at grain boundaries. Avoiding this trade-off would be particularly useful for developing broad 
band sensors for low light applications ranging from military drones to self-driving cars to in-
vivo medical imaging devices. Moreover, there mere fact that the laser can enhance mobility in 
the near surface of holds great potential in the field of semiconductor doping as foreign atoms 
will more readily diffuse into near-surface vacancies.  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The goals of this thesis include: 
Determine the mechanism responsible for ultrafast point defect generation and the defects’ 
diffusional properties long after irradiation  
 1. To determine the origin of laser induced nanodots 
 2. To determine the diffusional component of high spatial frequency laser induced  
  periodic surface structure formation. 
Establish the role of surface plasmon polaritons on nanostructures formed by the diffusion  
of laser induced point defects 
 1. To develop a complete model for the formation of high spatial frequency laser induced  
  
  periodic surface structures. 
 2. To gain size and shape control over nanostructures formed via laser induced point  
  defect diffusion  
To investigate the wavelength dependence of ultrafast laser materials interactions 
 1. To investigate the effects of exciting specific inter-band transitions during   
   
  ultrafast point defect generation 
 2. To gain wavelength control over high spatial frequency laser induced periodic   
   
  surface structures 
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 The impact of this thesis is a fundamental understanding of the formation of ultrafast 
laser generated nanostructures formed from the interplay between surface plasmon polaritons 
and transient surface morphologies driven by strain relaxation, via diffusing point defects. The 
basic science implications of these findings are that the ultrafast laser can controllably enhance 
the mobility of atoms within a semiconductor on a sub-picosecond timescale through optical 
excitation. Furthermore, ultrafast laser irradiation can localize this enhanced mobility within an 
existing surface structure by coupling to surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). The wavelength 
dependence of SPP coupling allows us to both control HSFL period as well as completely inhibit 
their formation.  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Chapter 2 
Background 
 A review of ultrafast laser materials interaction detailing ablation, melting, band-gap 
collapse, and surface plasmon polariton (SPP) coupling will be presented in this chapter. In 
addition, this chapter will provide a review of previous work on laser induced periodic surface 
structures. The chapter will conclude with a brief overview of previous work in printing 
nanoparticles using laser induced forward transfer. 
Section 2.1 Material response to femtosecond laser irradiation 
 This thesis will focus on the interaction between ultrafast lasers and solids. This class of 
laser involves compressing the temporal profile of the beam down to femtosecond timescales in 
order to produce high intensity pulses [Strickland, 1985]. A typical Ti:sapphire ultrafast laser is 
capable irradiation at fluences as high as 102 J/cm2, which for a 150 fs pulse is equivalent to 6.7 
x 1014 W/cm2 at focus [Clark MXR]. Ti:sapphire refers to a lasing medium made of Al2O3 doped 
with Ti ions. The Ti:sapphire crystal is pumped with a second green laser, often neodymium 
doped yttrium aluminum garnet based, and seeded with a third fiber laser. Pulse amplification 
inside of ultrafast lasers is performed using chirped pulse amplification [Strickland, 1985]. The 
low energy short pulse is stretched in time by a pair of gratings. The stretched pulse can be 
amplified without damaging the laser's internal optics before being recompressed by a second 
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pair of gratings. The resulting high energy, ultrashort pulse then exits the laser cavity and can be 
delivered to the desired sample.  
 
 During the laser-material interaction, photon absorption excites valence electrons within 
the solid. Typical ultrafast laser intensities are high enough that even linearly transparent 
semiconductors can still absorb strongly through a combination of tunneling ionization and 
multi-photon absorption [Keldysh, 1964]. The excited carriers cannot be described by Boltzmann 
kinetics [Banyai, 1995] and remain in a non-Fermi distribution for hundreds of femtoseconds 
[Sun, 1994; Chen, 2006]. By this time, the laser pulse is no longer interacting with the solid. The 
material, however, is in an extreme non-equilibrium state. This thesis will specifically examine 
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Figure 2.1.1 Timescales of various electron and lattice processes in laser-excited solids for non-equilibrium carrier 
excitation on the order 1017-1022 cm-3 (ie: those relevant to the work in this thesis) adapted from [Sundaram, 
2002].  
how the dynamical pathway a semiconductor can take from this unusual material state can lead 
to unique surface morphologies. 
 The excited electrons approach a Fermi-Dirac distribution after 200 fs [Chen, 2006] as 
electrons and holes are redistributed throughout the conduction and valance bands through 
carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering. Once thermalized, the hot electrons have 
temperatures exceeding 11,000 K while the ions remain at room temperature [Wang, 1994] in 
what is known as the two-temperature model [Anisomov, 1974; Chen, 2006]. For metals and 
semiconductors, continued carrier-phonon scattering transfers energy back to the lattice until the 
material reaches thermal equilibrium, a process that takes several ps. Once the material has a 
single defined temperature, the excited free carriers undergo recombination. Recombination 
occurs through a combination of carrier diffusion out of the excited region, radiative 
recombination, and Auger scattering. The relevant timescales for each of these processes are 
shown in Figure 2.1.1. The well understood structural changes that occur before the material 
reaches thermal equilibrium will be covered in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 
   
Section 2.1.1 Ultrafast melting and band-gap collapse 
 Ultrafast laser irradiation has the ability to induce structural changes to materials on 
timescales shorter than those necessary for thermal expansion. It has long been known that 
semiconductor reflectivity can resemble that of a liquid within the first picosecond after 
irradiation [Shank, 1983; Downer, 1985]. This “ultrafast-melting” was characterized using 
double-angle reflectivity [Glezer, 1995a; Huang, 1997]. For a given time delay, the reflectivity of 
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Figure 2.1.2. (a) Adapted from Lindenberg, 
2005: The change in root mean squared 
displacement extracted from the time-
dependent x-ray diffraction data of laser 
excited InSb showing atoms drifting at their 
room temperature thermal velocity (b) One-
dimensional illustration showing the 
softening of the interatomic potential (dashed 
lines) leads to an increase in the root mean 
squared displacement (solid lines) after laser 
irradiation. (c) Adapted from Glezer, 1995: 
The effect of the atomic motion in (a) and (b) 
on the dielectric function of GaAs. The time 
dependent curves are calculated from 
reflectivity data using a 2-oscillator fit. C++ 
code written to repeat this fit is included in 
Appendix 1. The imaginary part of the 
dielectric function first becomes non-zero at 
the band-edge. The redshift in the band-edge 
due to atomic drift is known as band-gap 
collapse in semiconductors.  
the laser irradiated semiconductor was measured at two angles for a p-polarized pump beam 
reflecting off the surface. The dielectric function was calculated from the two reflectivity 
measurements using the Fresnel equation for p-polarized light given in Equation 2.1.1 below: 
Rp=|[(µ0/Ɛsemi)0.5cos(𝛳t)-(µ0/Ɛair)0.5cos(𝛳i)]/[(µ0/Ɛsemi)0.5cos(𝛳t)+(µ0/Ɛair)0.5cos(𝛳i)]|2   
Equation 2.1.1 
where Rp is the reflectivity of p-polarized light, µ0 is the permeability of free space, Ɛsemi is the 
laser excited dielectric function of the semiconductor, Ɛair is the dielectric function of the air 
environment, 𝛳t is the transmitted beam angle, and 𝛳i is the incident beam angle. The transmitted 
angle is not measured directly, but is calculated in terms of known parameters via Snell's Law. 
The imaginary part of the excited semiconductor dielectric function is determined by setting one 
of the two angles to the Brewster angle, which allows the real part to be calculated from the 
reflectivity at a second arbitrary angle.  
 Double-angle reflectivity studies show that ultrafast laser irradiation causes a redshift in 
the absorption peak of a semiconductor's dielectric function as shown in Figure 2.1.2c. The peak 
energy corresponds to the average bonding-antibonding splitting in the semiconductor. As the 
bonding-antibonding splitting decreases, the semiconductor band-gap narrows. This phenomena 
is known as band-gap collapse and is observed at fluences both above and below the ultrafast-
melt threshold. Above the melt threshold, the original dielectric function [Glezer, 1995a; Huang, 
1997; Sundaram, 2002] permanently disappears. However, for fluences above the band-gap 
collapse threshold but below the ultrafast-melt threshold, changes to the dielectric function last at 
least 8 ps, but then the material appears to completely recover after a single laser exposure 
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[Glezer, 1995a]. The double-angle reflectivity results were corroborated with second harmonic 
generation studies, which showed that a zinc-blende semiconductor lost its 43m symmetry 
during band-gap collapse [Glezer, 1995b; Sokolowski-Tinten 1995]. For GaAs at fluences just 
above the band-gap collapse threshold, the original second harmonic generation did not return 
until at least 100 ns after irradiation [Sundram, 2002].  
 The specific nature of the structural changes occurring during band-gap collapse and 
ultrafast melt were determined with synchrotron x-ray diffraction [Lindenberg, 2005; Fritz, 
2007]. After irradiation, the diffraction peak intensity decreases to 10% of its initial value within 
hundreds of femtoseconds. The loss in peak intensity was correlated to an increase in root mean 
squared (RMS) displacement using a Debye-Waller model shown below in Equation 2.1.2: 
I(Q,t) = exp(-Q2<u2(t)>/3) 
(Equation 2.1.2) 
where I is the diffracted peak intensity, Q is the reciprocal lattice vector of the probed reflection, 
t is time, and <u2(t)> is the time dependent RMS displacement of the ion core.  
 After irradiation, the atoms move with velocities set by their initial conditions such that 
<u2(t)>1/2=vthermal·t meaning that they are drifting at their room temperature velocity as shown in 
Figure 2.1.2a.. For an atom with initial velocity away from its lattice site, the room temperature 
velocity is capable of drifting half a unit cell in a picosecond. The fluences where this occurred 
were consistent with theoretical work predicting that exciting 10% of the valance electrons 
would cause the material to melt on a sub-picosecond timescale [Stampfli, 1990; Graves, 1998]. 
In the suggested model, the excited carriers have anti-bonding character that softens the 
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interatomic binding potential by removing the attractive term. The magnitude of this softening is 
fluence dependent. The softened binding potential increases the ions’ root mean squared 
displacement as they oscillate about the lattice site at their room temperature thermal velocity. 
When the electrons begin to relax and restore the attractive part of the potential, electron-phonon 
coupling leads to rapid melting. This model was consistent with the original claims that the 
observed reflectivity changes were the result of what is referred to as “ultrafast melting” [Shank, 
1983; Downer, 1985]. The focus of Chapter 4 will be an extension of this model for the fluence 
regime above band-gap collapse but below the melt threshold where this thesis will show that 
atoms within a laser softened interatomic binding potential can form the point defects that serve 
as a feedstock for both the nanodots covered in Chapter 5 as well as the high spatial frequency 
laser induced periodic surface structures (HSFL) discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.    
Section 2.1.2 Models for material removal in semiconductors 
 Ultrafast melting of semiconductors leads to a rapid amorphous resolidification of the 
material [Saeta, 1991; Bonse, 2004]. Increasing the irradiation fluence beyond the melt threshold 
leads to the regime for ultrafast laser ablation. On the timescale after ultrafast melting but before 
thermal expansion can occur, extreme pressure gradients form at the air-liquid and liquid-bulk 
interfaces as the high temperature liquid remains at constant volume. A compressive, and 
subsequent tensile wave are launched into the melt, which causes free volume within the melt to 
coalesce into voids along a plane [Sokolowski-Tinten 1998; von der Linde, 2000; Rethfield, 
2004]. The tensile stress is maximum at the reduced cross sectional area between the voids, 
which leads to spallation of the liquid layer. The resulting craters form with deterministic 
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thresholds after a single laser exposure, which allows us to correlate a given damage morphology 
to the local fluence from the Gaussian pulse. The ablation craters have a smooth surface [Bonse, 
2002] resulting directly from the void nucleation mechanism [Murphy, 2013a]. This thesis will 
discuss how this well understood ablation mechanism can be used to calibrate our optical setups 
in Chapter 3. Laser ablation thresholds also serve as a means to characterize the wavelength 
dependent response of irradiated semiconductors in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 2.1.3 (a) After irradiation the near surface region of the metal or semiconductor melts as 
signified by the region contained by the dotted line. Voids nucleate homogeneously at a plane within 
the melt. (b) Cross-section schematic of material ablation. The material separates along the plane of 
void nucleation leaving a mostly smooth surface. 
Section 2.2 Nanoparticle formation from laser irradiation 
 Nanoparticles can be produced via a variety of techniques including chemical methods 
[Kim, 2004] and pulsed laser deposition. Pulsed laser deposition generally involves bulk 
irradiation in air [Bracikowski, 2007], water [Kabashin, 2003], vacuum [Amoruso, 2005], or an 
ambient gas [Bracikowski, 2007]. Material removal during ultrafast laser irradiation produces 
particles with diameters between a few to hundreds of nanometers [Lowndes, 1996]. The 
nanoparticle size depends on both the dynamics of material removal [Haverkamp, 2003] and 
cooling [Liu, 2007] conditions.  
 Nanoparticle printing was first explored for nanosecond laser irradiation [Murray, 2008] 
and the technique was expanded to femtosecond lasers for printing from both Au [Amoruso, 
2011] and Pt [Rouleau, 2014] films. Printing with femtosecond lasers produced more narrow 
nanoparticle distributions in Au but did not shift the average particle size. Printing from the Pt 
films produced two distinct modes in the nanoparticle size distribution. 
 Our own work printing from Ni thin films with a modified version of the laser induced 
forward transfer technique [Bohandy, 1988] showed that the average particle size can be 
controlled in two ways. When printing nanoparticles in air, changing the spacing between the 
film and TEM grid allowed for air currents to filter out the smaller particles resulting in shifts to 
the average collected nanoparticle diameter [Murphy, 2013b]. Additionally, changing the film 
thickness between 20 nm and 10 nm produced radically different nanoparticle distributions. 
Chapter 5.3 of this thesis will explore the physical mechanisms behind our ability to control 
ultrafast laser printed nanoparticle size.   
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 Section 2.3 Surface plasmon polariton coupling 
 Plasmons are a collective oscillation of a free electron density with respect to fixed 
positive ions in a metallic material. Ultrafast lasers can excite enough electrons into the 
conduction band to form a dense electron-hole plasma at the surface of a semiconductor, making 
it temporarily metallic [Sokolowski-Tinten, 2000]. The dielectric function for an excited 
semiconductor can be calculated using Equation 2.3.1 below: 
Ɛexcited _semiconductor = 1 + [Ɛg(ћω + ΔEgap) -1] * Ng - ωp2/(ω(ω+i𝝘))  
(Equation 2.3.2) 
             
where Ɛg is the ground state dielectric function, ΔEgap is a term for band-gap renormalization, Ng 
is the fraction of valence electrons in the ground state, ωp is the plasma frequency, and 𝝘 is the 
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Ni thin films were irradiated in air from the glass side
first within the laser focus and each laser pulse irradiated a
virgin area of the sample. Irradiated thin film regions were
investigated optically using a Nikon Optiphot microscope
with differential interference contrast, (DIC) and height pro-
files were obtained with a Veeco Dimension Icon atomic
force microscope (AFM) operated in tapping mode. To per-
form laser printing, holey carbon transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) grids with a 3mm diameter were placed in
close proximity to Ni films. Ni thin films and TEM grids
were fixed with respect to each other and were translated in
the lab frame. Irradiation was performed over an !7" 7mm
area. Investigation of printed NPs was performed using a
JEOL JEM-2100F scanning TEM (STEM) for atomic resolu-
tion imaging, nano-beam diffraction, and electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis.
Ni thin films were irradiated from the cover slip substrate
side first, illustrated in Fig. 1(a). After irradiation by a single
laser pulse, the Ni film melts and is ejected from the cover
slip within the irradiated region. The Ni film was patterned
by rastering the focused laser beam across the film with sin-
gle laser pulses, shown in Fig. 1(b), and evidence for Ni re-
moval from the cover slip substrate is seen by changes in
optical contrast of the film as dark circles. AFM analysis con-
firms removal of Ni both from the Ni-cover slip interface and
from within the film, seen as light annular circles in Fig. 1(b),
within the irradiated regions. The threshold for removal of
20 nm Ni films from a cover slip substrate in this geometry
was found to be 0.15 J/cm2, an order of magnitude below the
1 J/cm2 Ni plasma threshold.23 The size of laser-patterned
regions increases with increasing fluence, and each column in
Fig. 1(b) was irradiated with the same fluence. The laser flu-
ences from left to right are 1.5 J/cm2 and 2.0 J/cm2.
Patterning of 20 nm thick Ni films using a 5 J/cm2 flu-
ence with TEM grids placed 8mm from the film resulted in
printing of NPs onto TEM grids, shown in Fig. 2(a). At this
fluence, TEM grids were placed far below the Ni films in
order to avoid damaging the grids with high intensity laser
light. NPs were typically found in clusters on the grid, shown
in Fig. 2(a), and most printed NPs displayed symmetric,
equilibrium shapes. NPs with diameters >20 nm were typi-
cally spherical, indicated by the solid arrow in Fig. 2(a), and
STEM contrast suggests spherical NPs are composed of a Ni
core surrounded by an !10 nm thick oxide shell. NPs with
diameters #20 nm were faceted with square and hexagonal
shapes, indicated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 2(b). NP clus-
ters were separated from each other by distances ranging
from !500 nm to several microns on the TEM grid. Clusters
often contained dense groups of NPs with diameters <6 nm
which could not be reliably counted, indicated by the solid
arrow in Fig. 2(b). Excluding these dense groups and count-
ing NPs over an !100" 100 nm area, the density of clusters
was calculated to be !1" 104 NPs/lm2.
Isolated square and hexagonal NPs were further character-
ized using STEM in Fig. 3. The atomic resolution STEM
images show faceted NPs are single-crystalline and the crystal
structure of the faceted NPs was determined using nano-beam
diffraction. When cubic shapes are visible in STEM images,
NP diffraction patterns index to the cubic NiO [100] zone axis
in Fig. 3(a). Sample drift resulted in streaking of the STEM
image in Fig. 3(a). When hexagonal shapes are visible in
Fig. 3(b), diffraction patterns index to the cubic NiO [110] zone
FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of the NP printing setup. Irradiation was performed in a
top-down geometry in the lab frame. The dashed arrows indicate the film-TEM
grid separation distance, which could be varied, and the solid arrows indicate
the direction of the stage movement. (b) DIC image of Ni removal from a
20 nm thick film on a microscope cover slip after irradiation with single laser
pulses. The cover slip was irradiated first and each column was irradiated with
the same fluence. The fluences from left to right are 1.5 J/ m2 a d 2.0 J/cm2.
FIG. 2. STEM images of NPs printed onto a holey carbon TEM grid from a
20 nm Ni film using a 5 J/cm2 laser fluence. (a) NPs were usually found in
clusters. NPs with diameters >20 nm were typically spherical and STEM
contrast suggests they are composed of a Ni core surrounded by an !10 nm
thick oxide shell. A spherical NP with a diameter of 145 nm is indicated by
the solid arrow. (b) A cluster of NPs suspended over a TEM grid hole. NPs
with diameters #20 nm were typically faceted with square and hexagonal
shapes, indicated by the dashed arrows. The solid arrow indicates a dense
group of NPs with diameters <6 nm.
FIG. 3. Atomic resolution STEM images of single-crystal NiO NPs, indi-
cated by arrows, printed onto holey carbon TEM grids and their accompany-
ing nano-beam diffraction patterns. (a) Square shapes and (b) hexagonal
shapes are observed. A single-crystalline NP which is not aligned down a
zone axis is also visible. Accompanying nano-beam diffraction of the indi-
vidual NPs reveal square shapes in STEM images result from cubic NiO
NPs lying on the [100] zone axis, while hexagonal shapes in STEM images
result from cubic NiO NPs lying on the [110] zone axis.
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Figure 2.2.1. From Murphy, Abere et al, 2013: (a) Illustration of nanoparticle printing setup 
for a top-down irradiation geometry in the lab-frame. The dashed arrow represents the film to 
grid separation, while the solid line denotes the scanning direction. (b) Differential 
interference contrast optical image of irradiated Ni film used for nanoparticle printing. 
electron collision frequency. The band renormalization term describes the way in which the sum 
of exchange-correlation effects and the screened ionic potential reduce contributions from the 
ground state dielectric function. For fluences that initiate the atomic motion described by band-
gap collapse, this term is approximately equal to the GaAs band-gap [Kim, 1994]. 𝝘 is typically 
on the order of 1 fs for laser excited semiconductors [Sokolowski-Tinten, 2000]. 
 If the plasmon is confined to a surface at a metal/dielectric interface, it is referred to as a            
surface plasmon. During ultrafast laser irradiation with a 150 fs pulse, electron excitation within 
the first 11 fs [Becker, 1988] forms the dense electron-hole plasma, while photons that arrive 
later in the pulse can couple to the oscillating electrons to launch surface plasmon polaritons 
(SPPs). In short, the SPP refers to the coupling between collective oscillations in the electron-
hole plasma, the plasmon, and the resulting radiated electromagnetic field, the polariton [Piazza, 
2015].  
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Figure 2.3.1 Schematic of the relative charges due to local differences in electron density and electromagnetic 
field of SPPs propagating on the surface in the x-direction. SPP propagation requires a metal/dielectric interface, 
satisfied in this case by a laser excited semiconductor and air. The period of E is equal to the SPP wavelength. Hy 
shows the magnetic field direction in the y direction for a p-polarized wave. The electric field in the z direction is 
also plotted to show that the SPP is an evanescent wave that decays exponentially into the material.
 In order for a photon to couple to a plasmon, surface roughness must also be present. This            
occurs because the photon wave-vector in the dielectric is always smaller than that of the SPP, so 
the photon wave vector must increase by the difference in order to couple to the plasmon. The 
surface features rotate the laser field in order to provide the necessary momentum to the photon 
in the coupling direction. The SPP is confined evanescently in the direction perpendicular to the 
interface but is able to propagate along the surface in the direction of the laser polarization since 
SPP excitation is prohibited for transverse electric mode but not the transverse magnetic mode 
with respect to the surface features [Zayats, 2005]. The SPP is shown schematically in Figure 
2.3.1. The frequency, ω, of the longitudinal SPP wave is tied to its wave-vector, kx, by a 
dispersion relation ω(kx) as described by Equation 2.3.2 [Raether, 1988]: 
kx = ω/c · [Ɛdielectric·Ɛexcited_semiconductor/(Ɛdielectric + Ɛexcited_semiconductor)]1/2   
 (Equation 2.3.2) 
where c is the speed of light and Ɛ is a complex dielectric function. The real parts of the two 
dielectric functions must have opposite signs, as is the case at a metal/dielectric interface, in 
order for the wave-vector of the SPP to be real. 
 Surface plasmon polariton coupling to a regular grating changes the dispersion relation 
and reduces the oscillation period of the longitudinal wave [Raether, 1988]. For the special 
condition where kx is equal to half of the grating’s Bragg vector (ie: the grating period is equal to 
half the SPP wavelength), Bragg scattering results in both forward and backward traveling waves   
that constructively interfere to form standing waves [Barnes, 1996]. This standing wave can 
either have nodes at the top and bottom of the grating or within the grating sidewalls [Barnes, 
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2003]. Coupling to either region has a different energy but the same periodicity for the two 
standing waves, which leads to a band-gap forming within the polariton as shown schematically 
in Figure 2.3.2. Frequencies between the energies of the two standing waves are unable to 
propagate since they completely destructively interfere with another wave along the grating. 
Chapter 6 of this thesis will focus on the way in which SPPs locally enhance the electric field on 
grating structures leads to the formation at specific periods of HSFL in semiconductors. 
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Figure 2.3.2 SPP coupling to a pre-existing grating on a surface can lead to the formation of an SP-photonic band-
gap. The band-edge is located at a grating period equal to half of the SPP wavelength, which is shown 
schematically in (a). At the band-edge the SPP can couple with two different energies depending on the location of 
charge separation within the grating. (b) Charge separation at the structure tops and trench bottoms corresponds to 
the high energy upper branch of the SP-photonic band-gap dispersion curve. (c) Charge separation within the 
structure sidewalls corresponds to the lower branch. At the band edges the density of SP states is high, and there is 
a significant increase in the associated field enhancement. 
 
Section 2.4 Laser induced periodic surface structures 
 Surface corrugation is one of the most fundamental phenomena in materials science. This 
thesis will focus on the long studied [Birbaum, 1965] field of using light to produce a 
corrugation known as laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS). The structures appear 
universally in metals [Bonse, 2012], semiconductors [Bonse, 2012; Huang, 2009; van Driel, 
1982; Sipe, 1983; Costache, 2004; Reif, 2011], and insulators [Bonse, 2012; Bhardwaj, 2006] 
and orient with their long axis either parallel or perpendicular to the laser polarization. Structure 
formation occurs in air and at room temperature. These LIPSS are generally attributed to the 
laser interacting with roughness on the material surface. If no such roughness is initially present, 
then a single exposure only produces a crater. This section will provide a brief overview of the 
various types of LIPSS structures formed after pulsed laser irradiation. 
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Figure 2.4.1 (a) LSFL and (b) HSFL formed after femtosecond laser irradiation of GaAs. Both populations align 
perpendicular to the laser polarization.
Section 2.4.1 Mechanisms for near lambda periodic surface structures 
 Irradiation with multiple nanosecond laser exposures produces a LIPSS with periods on 
the order of the laser wavelength [Guosheng, 1982; Sipe, 1983]. For semiconductors, the LIPSS 
form within a crater after multiple exposures with a period near the laser wavelength and orient 
perpendicular to the laser polarization. SPP based models do not explain nanosecond laser based 
LIPSS that form below the melt threshold because the ripples should form with periods 
noticeably less than the laser wavelength and that the nanosecond laser intensity was not large 
enough to excite enough electrons to directly transform a semiconductor into a metal [Guosheng, 
1982]. However, in the case where irradiation is above the melt threshold, the semiconductor 
becomes a liquid metal [Shvarev, 1974], which can be accurately described by the Drude model 
[Comins, 1972]. Since the laser pulse duration for nanosecond laser is longer than the time 
required for the semiconductor to thermally melt, the pulse is able to interact with the liquid 
metal and couple to SPPs. Based on Equation 2.1.1, for a sufficiently negative real dielectric 
response, the SPP wavelength approaches the laser wavelength, which is consistent with the 
observed LIPSS after nanosecond laser irradiation.  
 The LIPSS with period lambda are attributed, in a model that is referred to today as 
“classical LIPSS formation,” [Sipe, 1983] to laser coupling to the randomly rough “selvedge 
region” of a material surface. The selvedge region refers to local variations in the surface profile 
of the material and separates the homogenous bulk sample from vacuum. By treating this 
selvedge region as the superposition of multiple diffraction gratings of varying periods, Sipe and 
van Driel found that the light interacts with all of the grating periods but most strongly couples to 
the transverse magnetic mode for gratings with a period near the laser wavelength. In the case 
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where the material’s dielectric function during the laser interaction is metallic (ie: above the melt 
threshold), absorption into the transverse magnetic mode would be dominated by SPP coupling 
[Sipe, 1983].  
 Near lambda LIPSS can also form after femtosecond laser irradiation, but they orient 
parallel to the laser polarization [Murphy, 2013c]. LIPSS in this orientation cannot form due to 
SPP coupling. These LIPSS instead form due to Fresnel diffraction from step edges parallel to 
the laser polarization. In cases where both parallel and perpendicular step edges are present, such 
as in a crater, only perpendicular LIPSS are observed because the SPP based mechanism 
dominates over the Fresnel diffraction. The perpendicular LIPSS formed from femtosecond laser 
irradiation will be the focus of the next sub-section of this chapter. 
   
Section 2.4.2 Mechanisms for low spatial frequency periodic surface structures 
 The perpendicular LIPSS have noticeably different characteristics when formed from 
femtosecond laser irradiation. The LIPSS have periods less than the laser wavelength and can 
form in two distinct populations in semiconductors. This section will focus on the low spatial 
frequency laser induced periodic surface structures (LSFL) that form with periods 0.45 and 0.95 
times the laser wavelength.  
 The near sub-wavelength character of LSFL occurs due to local field enhancement from 
SPP coupling. A 150 femtosecond pulse does not last long enough for the material to melt 
[Lindenberg, 2005]. Therefore, unlike nanosecond irradiation, the source of the SPP cannot be 
from a liquid metal. Instead the laser’s high intensity is capable of exciting over 10% of the 
valence electrons [Graves, 1998], which is sufficient to form a dense electron-hole plasma that 
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causes the dielectric properties of the semiconductor to became metallic during excitation 
[Sokolowski-Tinten, 2000]. Near the melt threshold, the excited semiconductor is weakly 
metallic so kx is large enough to produce measurable differences in LSFL period compared to the 
laser wavelength [Bonse, 2012]. Regions with enhanced absorption from the SPP preferentially 
ablate after each exposure, leading to deeper trenches [Huang, 2009; Murphy, 2013d]. Additional 
exposures interact with the existing structures and allow for contributions form the grating 
coupled SPPs, which further decreases LIPSS period to as low as 0.4 times the laser wavelength 
[Huang, 2009; Bonse, 2012].  
  
Section 2.4.3 Model for high spatial frequency periodic structures in dielectrics 
 Ultrafast laser irradiation can produce periodic sub-surface structures in dielectrics that 
are less than 10 nm wide with a period on the order of 0.3 times the laser wavelength [Bhardwaj, 
2006; Taylor, 2007]. The structures form beneath the surface and must be ground, polished, and 
etched in order to observe them in characterization techniques such as atomic force microscopy 
or scanning electron microscopy. The etched structures are ~15 nm deep and form with long axis 
perpendicular to the laser polarization regardless of scan direction after 103 exposures. Although 
they have similar wavelengths, these structures in dielectrics do not share the same mass 
redistributive characteristics as the semiconductor high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) that are 
the focus of this thesis. To further contrast the two populations, the HSFL in semiconductors do 
not scale linearly with wavelength [Boroweic, 2003] and can form when absorption is primarily 
linear.  
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 The high spatial frequency periodic sub-surface structure formation is explained by a 
nanoplasmonics model [Bhardwaj, 2006; Taylor, 2007]. For transparent dielectrics, ultrashort 
pulses can create ionization hot-spots due to localized inhomogeneous nonlinear multi-photon 
ionization at defects or color centers. Each exposure increases the local density of the glass at the 
hot spots, which increases the plasma generation rate at these sites on subsequent exposures. This 
positive feedback mechanism leads to spherical nanoplasmas forming within the glass. The 
spherical nanoplasmas grow asymmetrically in a linearly polarized field [Jackson, 1975] to form 
planks. The planes do not begin with a regular distribution but undergo a competitive process 
where the lowest order optical mode from within the initial distribution that can be supported 
within the glass preferentially forms.  
Section 2.4.4 Preexisting models for high spatial frequency periodic surface structures in 
semiconductors  
 Ultrafast laser irradiation in semiconductors universally produces HSFL in addition to the 
previously discussed LSFL. The HSFL have periods < 0.3 times the laser wavelength [Bonse, 
2012], which is too small to be explained by the LSFL formation mechanism. Semiconductor 
HSFL form after hundreds to thousands of exposures at fluences below the threshold for the 
material ablation that leads to LSFL [Costache, 2004]. Existing models have suggested that this 
shorter period may be due to second harmonic generation during the laser-material interaction 
[Dufft, 2009] or the dominance of a non-resonant mode within the SPP [Huang, 2013]. A third 
model relates HSFL formation to the selective sputtering that leads to ripples after ion beam 
irradiation [Reif, 2011].   
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 Each of these models does not provide a complete story for HSFL formation. The second 
harmonic generation model does not explain why formation occurs completely independently of 
crystal orientation [Boyd, 1948], the fact that HSFL formation has an intermediate period during 
evolution [Reif, 2011], and fails to accurately predict the final LIPSS period in many materials 
[Bonse, 2012; Boroweic, 2003]. Purely SPP based models do not explain how a non-resonant 
mode would dominate over the resonant mode at the previously discussed standing wave 
solution [Barnes, 2003]. Meanwhile, a purely diffusional model does not explain how the HSFL 
orient perpendicular to the laser polarization and are not affected by crystal orientation. Finally, 
none of the previously existing models explain the transient LIPSS that serve as a precursor 
during HSFL formation that have a shorter period than the final structures because the work 
contained within this thesis is the first observation of this population. 
 In summary, LIPSS are a long studied phenomena. LIPSS form via a variety of different 
mechanisms that depend on both the laser irradiation parameters as well as the target material. 
While the formation mechanisms of some populations are well understood, the HSFL in 
semiconductors have until now remained unexplained. This thesis will focus on providing a self-
consistent model for their formation.  
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Details 
 Experiments were performed with a Clark MXR CPA-2001 Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser. The 
central wavelength was 780 ± 5 nm with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a 150 fs pulse duration. 
The beam has a maximum pulse energy of 1 µJ and a Gaussian spatial profile. A second 50 W, 
1064 nm, 600 fs laser with a variable repetition rate between 100 kHz and 50 mHz could also be 
sent down all existing optical lines. Morphological changes from laser irradiation were 
characterized using various microscopy techniques. The following section details the irradiation 
procedures, beam calibration, and microscopy techniques used in this thesis.  
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Figure 3.0.1 Clark MXR CPA 2001 laser parameters and general irradiation setup
3.1 Sample Preparation  
 Prior to either irradiation or material growth, samples were diced with a diamond scribe 
and cleaned with a series of solvents (acetone, methanol, methanol). Polypropylene tweezer 
should be used when handling semiconductors so as to avoid contamination from Ni diffusion. 
During cleaning, samples should be placed on the vacuum stage inside the fume hood. Rinsing in 
methanol followed by ethanol dissolves any residue left by the acetone. Samples are dried with a 
nitrogen gun before the ethanol can evaporate. Allowing any of the solvents to evaporate on the 
the surface will cause any dissolved debris to redeposit on the surface.  
3.3 Aligning the laser for laser induced periodic surface structure formation 
 The standard experimental setup for HSFL formation is shown in Figure 3.3.1. The 20 cm 
lens is replaced with the longer 100 cm lens for multiple reasons. The error in peak fluence from 
the power meter reduces by an order of magnitude as well as the error in local fluence at the 
damage spot edge due to beam precession.  Beam precession was measured on the WinCamD 
profiler to be ±1.5 µm. For multi-shot experiments, this leads to large fluctuations in the local 
fluence of 20% at the 1/e2 radius with the 20 cm lens but is washed out to 5% with the 100 cm 
lens. Moreover, the 100 cm lens increases the surface area covered in a uniform morphology for 
each experiment. Dwell times for multi-shot experiments are controlled with the shutter feature 
within the LabView program titled “Linear Motion.” 
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 For experiments at the frequency doubled wavelength, a beta-barium borate (BBO) 
crystal was placed inside the beam path. Light exiting the crystal is a mixture of both the 
fundamental and the frequency doubled wavelength so a blue filter was used to isolate the 
doubled light. The crystal orientation in x,y,z, and tilt were optimized by maximizing the power 
of the blue light. The 390 nm beam’s polarization is rotated 90 degrees. The polarization was 
calibrated with a wire grid polarizer. When the crystal is tilted off axis, the polarization rotates at 
a small angle and makes interpreting results more difficult. A new crystal starts at ~33% 
efficiency but this value decreases over time as the BBO is exposed to air. For this reason, the 
crystal should be covered in a plastic bag when not in use to extend the lifetime of the 
component. 
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Figure 3.3.1 Experimental setup and relevant optics for HSFL formation with 
the fundamental wavelength.
 The full beam does not fit though the BBO crystal without clipping on the edges and 
must therefore be reduced with a 3:1 telescope. To align the telescope, first find the standard 
beam on the beam profiler. Then, insert the telescope and place the reduced beam onto the same 
location spatially on the beam profiler. Next, adjust the dispersion on the telescope until the 
beam has the same spatial profile as the original beam at the focal plane. The reduced beam leads 
to a larger focal spot with a shorter lens. In order to ensure that at least 1 J/cm2 can be obtained 
with the doubled light after accounting for the poor conversion efficiency, experiments were 
conducted with a 20 cm focal length lens in this setup. A schematic of the standard 2nd harmonic 
generation setup is provided in Figure 3.3.2. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Experimental setup and relevant optics for frequency doubled irradiation
3.4 Thin Film Deposition 
 Ni thin films were grown on 140 µm thick glass cover slips using a DC Magneton 
sputtering system operated in continuous rotation mode. A sputter power of 200 W, Ar pressure 
of ~2 motor, and base pressure of ~ 4x10-3 mTorr were used for each run. Film thickness was 
varied between 5 and 20 nm. A sputter rate of 8 nm/min had been previously calibrated using 
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy. The stability of this calibration was confirmed by 
measuring the depth of laser ablation craters in atomic force microscopy (AFM) that separated at 
the Ni/glass interface.  
3.5 Nanoparticle Collection 
 Nanoparticles were printed onto substrates in air, using a variation of the Laser Induced 
Forward Transfer (LIFT) technique [Bera 2007, Banks 2006]. Irradiation was performed in a top-
down configuration by placing a periscope mirror into the beam path. Alignment of this mirror 
was performed by placing a reflective surface beneath the mirror on the optics table and then 
aligning the back-reflection. The Ni thin films from section 3.4 were placed into the apparatus 
shown in Figure 3.5.1 such that the beam passed through the glass side first. A TEM grid was 
placed beneath the film to catch the nanoparticles after they were ejected from the substrate. It 
should be noted that carbon film grids are ideal for particle distribution as they collect all of the 
formed nanoparticles, which reduces the amount of time spent looking for enough particles to 
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generate a distribution. Holey carbon grids are needed for electron energy loss spectroscopy 
because particles on carbon do not produce sufficient signal to noise. The holey carbon grids also 
have a higher threshold to damage from the impacting particles during printing. 
3.7 Finite Element Frequency Domain Simulations 
  Frequency domain finite element simulations were performed by propagating a 
Gaussian beam through air toward a semi-infinite GaAs bulk. Reflections from the box 
boundaries were prevented using a perfectly matched layer and a perfect electrical conductor at 
the air boundaries and absorbing boundary conditions for the GaAs. The GaAs layer was 
modeled using a dielectric function calculated from an expression for an optically excited 
semiconductor given by Equation 3.7.1 [Sokolowski-Tinten, 2000]: 
Ɛ = 1 + [Ɛg(ћω + ΔEgap) -1] * Ng - ωp2/(ω(ω+i𝝘)  
 (Equation  3.7.1)            
where Ɛg is the ground state dielectric function [Palik, 1985], ΔEgap is a term for band-gap 
renormalization, Ng is the fraction of valence electrons in the ground state, ωp is the plasma 
frequency, and 𝝘 is the electron collision frequency. The frequency domain calculations 
[COMSOL] require that you input the refractive index of the excited material into the material 
parameters. The complex refractive index can be calculated from the dielectric function using 
Equations 3.7.2 and 3.7.3: 
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n = [(|Ɛcomplex| + Ɛreal)/2]1/2 
(Equation 3.7.2) 
k = [(|Ɛcomplex| - Ɛreal)/2]1/2 
(Equation 3.7.3) 
where n is the real part of the refractive index, k is the extinction coefficient, Ɛcomplex is the 
complex dielectric function, and Ɛreal is the real part of the dielectric function. The Gaussian 
beam polarized in the x direction is input into the simulation using Equation 3.7.4: 
Ebx = E0*(w0/Beam_Waist(y))*exp(-z^2/Beam_Waist(y)^2)*exp(j*(k*y
+k*z^2/Piecewise_Curvature(y))+atan(y/z0))) 
(Equation 3.7.4) 
where Ebx is the background field in x, E0 is the initial field, w0 is the focussed beam radius, k 
and j are wave vectors, and z0 is the Rayleigh range. Beam_waist(y) is calculated using equation 
3.7.5: 
Beam_waist(y) = w0*sqrt(1 + (y/z0)^2) 
(Equation  3.7.5) 
and Piecewise_Curvature(y) describes the wavefront curvature using equation 3.7.6: 
     y*(1+(z0/y)^2)  {-1e10*z0 < y < 1e8*z0}                                          
Piecewise_Curvature(y) =  1e8*z0   {-1e8*z0 < y < 1e8*z0}                
     y*(1+(z0/y)^2)  {1e8*z0 < y < 1e10*z0}                                          
     (Equation 3.7.6)                                         
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Figure 3.7.1 Simulation box for frequency domain finite element analysis 
simulations 
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Chapter 4 
Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures in Semiconductors 
 Ultrafast laser irradiation is well known to produce two different populations of laser 
induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) in semiconductors. The two populations are typically 
differentiated by their period as being either low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) with periods 
between 0.4 and 1.0 times the laser wavelength or high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) with 
periods less than 0.3 times the laser wavelength. The HSFL always form at lower fluences than 
the LSFL [Bonse, 2012]. In this chapter, we will determine the physical significance of the 
threshold fluence for the transition between LSFL and HSFL. Furthermore, the minimum 
threshold for HSFL formation will be tied to the band-gap collapse threshold discussed 
previously in Chapter 2.1.2.  
 From our understanding of the material response within this range of fluences, we then 
develop a model for ultrafast point defect generation. The final section of this chapter shows that 
the predominately single crystal structure of the HSFL is consistent with a point defect diffusion 
based model of formation. 
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Section 4.1 Fluence Dependence of laser induced periodic surface structures in    
  semiconductors 
 Building an understanding of HSFL formation requires us to first investigate the effects 
of a single exposure. The ultrafast laser/materials response in GaAs has been well characterized, 
and was thus chosen as the focus of our experiments [Saeta, 1991; Glezer, 1995a; Glezer, 1995b; 
Sokolowski-Tinten 1995; Sundaram, 2002].  Damage morphologies from ultrafast laser 
irradiation are also well known to be fluence dependent and have deterministic thresholds 
[Pronko, 1998]. We experimentally determined single exposure laser damage thresholds by 
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Figure 4.1.1 Differential interference contrast optical images of single exposure a) material removal and 
b) melt and amorphous resolidification. The single exposure threshold for material removal is 0.17 ± 
0.02 J/cm2 and 0.09 ± 0.01 J/cm2 for melt. The melt threshold represents the maximum fluence at 
which HSFL form. 
plotting the relationship between a specific optical contrast and fluence. The bulk GaAs damage 
thresholds were determined using the same method outlined in Chapter 3.3. 
 There are two optically visible single exposure damage thresholds shown in Figure 4.1.1 
for GaAs. Our measured single exposure material removal threshold for GaAs is 0.17 ± 0.02 J/
cm2. Craters above this threshold were imaged using differential interference contrast in Figure 
4.1.1. The top row of craters in Figure 5.1.1 formed at a peak fluence of 0.22 ± 0.02 J/cm2 have a 
larger area than those in the row below at 0.19 ± 0.02 J/cm2. This occurs because the beam does 
not have a uniform fluence across its spatial profile. Instead, the local fluence across a single 
laser spot has a Gaussian spatial distribution. The crater size is therefore determined by the 
distance at which the local fluence equals the threshold fluence. The crater size uniformity within 
a row in Figure 4.1.1(a) demonstrates the repeatability of this process within a given day. The 
reported error in each of our studies is equivalent to the measured day to day variation in the 
fluence necessary to create a specific morphology that arises based on the performance of our 
laser’s internal optics.  
 The second damage morphology occurs below the material removal threshold in GaAs 
that corresponds to melting and amorphous resolidification after a single exposure [Crawford, 
2008; Saeta, 1991]. This melt threshold refers to the ultrafast melting covered in Chapter 2.1.2. 
The amorphous phase is visible optically in Figure 4.1.1(b). Our measured threshold for this 
contrast is 0.09 ± 0.01 J/cm2. This value is also consistent with the ultrafast melt threshold 
reported within the literature [Sundaram, 2002].  
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 Multiple exposures above the melt threshold produced LSFL in GaAs. The LIPSS align 
perpendicular to the laser polarization regardless of the crystal orientation. The LIPSS form via 
selective ablation where the local field of a surface plasmon polariton is most intense [Huang, 
2009; Murphy, 2013]. The perpendicular LIPSS first become visible after 200 exposures as 
shown in Figure 4.1.2(a), which represents the number of exposures necessary for the crater edge 
to be able to tall enough to couple to the SPP [Huang, 2009; Murphy 2013]. Continued exposures 
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Figure 4.1.2 SEM of LSFL in GaAs formed at 0.11 J/cm2 after (a) 200 exposures. Above the melt 
threshold, material is removed during LSFL formation, which can be seen in the crater formation after 
5,000 exposures in (b). HSFL around the crater are observed at lower local fluence within the Gaussian 
laser damage spot. The LSFL after 200 exposures have a spacing of 620 ± 60 nm, which places them on 
the lower branch of the SPP dispersion curve shown in (d).
ablate material until a crater is clearly visible in Figure 4.1.2(b). A LIPSS period of 620 ± 90 nm 
after 200 exposures at 0.11 ± 0.01 J/cm2 shown in Figure 4.1.2(a) and (c) was calculated by 
taking histogram of the spacings of contained within the SEM images.  
 To understand the origin of the LSFL period, we must determine the SPP response based 
on the excited dielectric function of the GaAs. The GaAs layer was modeled using a dielectric 
function calculated from an expression for an optically excited semiconductor given by 
[Sokolowski-Tinten, 2000]: 
Ɛ = 1 + [Ɛg(ћω + ΔEgap) -1] * Ng - ωp2/(ω(ω+i𝝘)  
(Equation 4.1.1) 
where Ɛg is the ground state dielectric function [Palik, 1985], ΔEgap is a term for band-gap 
renormalization, Ng is the fraction of valence electrons in the ground state, ωp is the plasma 
frequency, and 𝝘 is the electron collision frequency. 
 Ultrafast melt occurs when ~10% of the valence electrons are excited [Stampfli, 1990].            
Above the melt threshold, it is valid to assume that ωp2/(ω(ω+i𝝘) >> [Ɛg(ћω + ΔEgap) -1] * Ng 
[Huang, 2009] causing the material to behave like a Drude metal. 𝝘 is typically on the order of 1 
fs for laser excited semiconductors.6 For irradiation just above the melt threshold at 1.58 eV, the 
real part of the excited GaAs dielectric function was calculated to be -6.55.  The SPP wavelength 
was calculated by [Barnes, 2003]: 
 λSPP = λLaser [(ƐRe + ƐAir)/(ƐRe · ƐAir)]1/2                            
(Equation 4.1.2) 
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where ƐRe is the real part of the dielectric function for the excited GaAs and ƐAir is assumed to be 
one. This resulted in an SPP wavelength of 718 nm just above the melt threshold. 
 The LSFL formed after 200 exposures have a period less than the SPP wavelength. This                  
difference is explained by the interaction between each exposure with grating-like surface 
formed by pre-existing LSFL [Huang, 2009; Bonse, 2012]. The coupling of SPPs to a grating 
allows a photonic band-gap to form in the polariton [Barnes, 1996]. For LSFL, increasing the 
trench depth after each exposure, moves the system along the lower branch of the SPP dispersion 
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Figure 4.1.3 Representation of the measured thresholds in GaAs. Error bars represent the day to day 
variation of a specific threshold. (a) LSFL form after 200 exposures above the melt threshold at 0.11 ± 
0.01 J/cm2 with period  590  ± 30 nm. Increasing the number of exposures does not produce HSFL (b) 
HSFL form after 3,000 exposures below the melt threshold and above a fluence of 5.0 ± 0.5 x 10-2 J/
cm2. Within this fluence range, the GaAs undergoes a transient order-disorder transition after each 
exposure. We propose that this is the range over which laser induced point injection is maximized and 
that accumulation of these defects is necessary for HSFL formation. 
curve [Huang, 2009]. The period after 200 exposures is represented schematically in Figure 
4.1.2(d). It can be seen that LSFL period has a minimum at the band-edge of the SP-photonic 
band-gap, which is consistent with the shortest reported periods for LSFL [Huang, 2009].  
 The 620 nm LIPSS are no longer observed below the melt threshold. LIPSS formed 
below the melt threshold have periods less than λlaser /3 and hillocks on their surfaces in Figures 
4.1.2 and 4.1.3. Irradiation with 5,000 exposures at a peak fluence of  0.080 ± 0.005 J/cm2 
produces HSFL on the order of 180 ± 50 nm in Figure 5.1.3a perpendicular to the laser 
polarization. HSFL formation occurs independent of the crystal orientation relative to the beam 
polarization. This result is consistent with previous studies on HSFL formation [Borowiec, 
2003]. The trenches between LIPSS are not as well defined at  0.055 ± 0.005 J/cm2 but the 
structures’ period remains unchanged in Figure 4.2.3(b). Further reducing peak fluence to 0.045 
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Figure 4.1.4 HSFL formation after 5,000 exposures at a peak fluence of (a) 8.0 ± 0.5 x 10-2 J/cm2 and (b) 
5.5 ± 0.5 x 10-2 J/cm2. HSFL form perpendicular to the laser polarization and independent of crystal 
orientation. HSFL period of 180 ± 30 nm is fluence independent. The trenches between LIPSS are more 
prominent at higher fluence.
± 0.005 J/cm2 did not cause detectable changes to the GaAs surface morphology in SEM even 
after increasing the number of exposures to 1,000,000. A threshold for HSFL formation of 0.050 
± 0.006 x 10-2 J/cm2 was calculated by measuring the local fluence at the edge of the SEM 
contrast of the entire damage spots like those in Figures 4.1.3(a) and (b). This fluence range for 
HSFL formation corresponds to values between the ultrafast-melt and band-gap collapse 
thresholds in GaAs that were discussed in Chapter 2.1.2.  
 Another defining feature of semiconductor HSFL is that their peaks reside above the 
original surface. Figure 4.1.5 shows that HSFL rise above the original surface 190 ± 20 nm after 
1,500 exposures at 0.065 ± 0.005 J/cm2. The measurement was determined with two 
corroborating techniques that yielded consistent results. The marked original surface in Figure 
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Figure 4.1.5 The HSFL form from a redistribution of mass above the original semiconductor surface. SEM of 
HSFL formed after 1,500 exposures in (a) top view, (b) at a 52 degree angle in cross section. The HSFL rise 190 ± 
20 nm above the original surface. This measurement was confirmed in (c) laser interference microscopy. Both 
techniques produced consistent HSFL height. 
4.1.5(a) was determined by cutting a trench that extended outside the damage spot and then using 
the beam shift to move across the spot. The laser interference micrograph in Figure 4.1.5(b) does 
not produce accurate lateral resolution due to the visible light diffraction limit being far larger 
than the feature size. However, the technique has 20 nm height resolution so the average 
structure height is still accurate. Unlike semiconductor LSFL [Huang, 2009] and HSFL in 
dielectrics [Bhardwaj, 2006], semiconductor HSFL do not form from a selective ablation 
mechanism. Instead, these positive relief structures form due to mass redistribution of laser 
generated point defects. 
 The HSFL evolve through multiple intermediate periods. LIPSS periods were determined 
from the mean values of the histograms of the feature spacings in the direction of the polarization 
shown in Figure 4.1.6. The reported error is equivalent to the standard deviation of the measured 
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Figure 4.1.6 SEM and corresponding histograms of intermediate LIPSS periods in the laser polarization 
direction during HSFL formation at 0.065 J/cm2. LIPSS have a period of 165  ± 60 nm after 500 exposures in 
(a), 355 ± 60 nm after 700 exposures in (b), and 180 ± 50 nm in (c).
distributions. The LIPSS begin with the 165 ± 60 nm period shown in Figure 4.1.6(a). The island 
precursors to this population will be the focus of Chapter 5 of this thesis. The LIPSS then 
transition to a longer 355 ± 60 nm period shown in Figure 4.1.6(b). Finally, the LIPSS reach an 
period of 180 ± 50 nm, between those of the two intermediate populations, as shown in Figure 
4.1.6(c). The coupled mechanism involving strain relaxation and the SPP response that cause the 
transitions between these LIPSS periods will be the focus of Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
 In summary, we have determined that perpendicular HSFL in semiconductors only form 
at fluences between the ultrafast-melt and band-gap collapse thresholds. Above this range only 
LSFL are observed while no morphological changes occur below these fluences. While the LSFL 
are negative relief features, the HSFL evolve due to mass redistribution above the original 
surface.  
             
4.2 Point defects and high spatial frequency laser induced periodic surface structures 
 The true impact of the HSFL is that they are a morphological change to a semiconductor 
that arise from the dynamical pathway the material takes back from the extreme non-equilibrium 
state of the ultrafast laser excited material. In this section, we will examine how an excited non-
fermi distribution of electrons can lead to a uniquely ultrafast mechanism for point defect 
generation.  
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 The HSFL evolution process is set in motion by a repeated laser material interaction that 
only lasts 150 femtoseconds per exposure.  In addition, the HSFL only form at fluences that 
correspond to the range below the ultrafast-melt threshold and above the band-gap-collapse 
threshold [Glezer, 1995a; Glezer, 1995b; Sundaram, 2002]. At these fluences, semiconductors 
are remarkably resilient to intense ultrashort laser pulses and appear to completely recover their 
original dielectric properties after each laser exposure [Glezer, 1995a; Sundaram, 2002] even 
though each interaction excites almost 10 % of the valence electrons [Graves, 1998]. At this level 
of excitation, the band-structure collapses and the conductivity increases by more than 7 orders 
of magnitude [Schultze, 2014]. We propose that exciting a semiconductor at these fluences leads 
to an ultrafast generation of vacancy/interstitial pairs.  
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Figure 4.2.1 Schematic of ultrafast point defect formation in semiconductors
 The connection between ultrafast laser induced excitation at these intensities and atomic            
motion was determined through pioneering time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiments [Rousse, 
2001; Lindenberg, 2005; Fritz, 2007], confirming earlier theoretical work [Graves, 1998], 
demonstrating that the root-mean-squared displacement can be as much as an angstrom within a 
few hundred femtoseconds following laser excitation. This is possible because the impulsive 
ultrashort laser interaction depopulates the bonding states, weakening the attractive part of the 
interatomic potential, allowing the ions to drift with their initial thermal momentum until they 
collide with nearby ions. At the ultrafast-melt threshold these collisions result in a permanent 
disordering of the crystal lattice within a picosecond.  Just below this laser threshold the lattice 
appears to recover. 
 Although the average interatomic potential weakening at these fluences is not sufficient            
to allow all the ions to reach new sites, the Maxwellian distribution of the room temperature 
thermal momentum ensures that some atoms will have initial conditions such that their motion is 
favorable for reaching an interstitial site. The interstitial site represents the real space location 
with the highest density of excited electrons after irradiation [Schultze, 2014], and thus 
represents a likely site for excited electrons to recombine with an ion core.  A configurational 
change that forms a Vacancy/interstitial pair serves as a non-radiative pathway for the electrons 
to reoccupy bonding states.  A schematic of the Vacancy/interstitial pair formation mechanism is 
shown in Figure 4.2.1. Repeating this process over multiple exposures causes defects to 
accumulate and reach a population inversion. The softened binding potential also increases 
mobility for previously generated defects. This both increases the probability of Vacancy/
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interstitial pair dissociation and may enhance diffusivity of the resulting vacancies and self-
interstitials. 
 This model for Vacancy/interstitial pair formation is consistent with collaborative work in            
which a nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics method [Graves, 1998; Allen, 2001] 
indicated that there is an ultrafast defect formation mechanism active between the ultrafast-melt 
and band-gap collapse thresholds [Abere, submitted 2015].  The quantum molecular dynamics  
calculation was based on the work of Graves [Graves, 1998] but it expanded the simulation to 
216 atoms so that the crystal can support the formation of a point defect.  
 The proposed point defect injection mechanism is fundamentally different from the            
thermally generated point defects observed after nanosecond laser irradiation [Emel’yanov, 
1992; Emel’yanov, 2007]. A nanosecond laser acts as a lattice heating source that serves to 
increase the equilibrium point defect concentration while rapid quench rates maintain their 
stability when the system returns to room temperature. While the laser electric field reduces the 
activation energy for defect formation, the process is dominated by thermal lattice heating. 
 We performed additional experiments in which we irradiated GaAs wafers with 1,000            
exposures separated into two sets of 500 at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The time between sets of 
500 exposures has a direct impact on HSFL formation. LIPSS morphology remains unchanged 
and the 180 ± 50 nm population is observed after a 25 minute delay between sets of exposures in 
Figure 4.2.2(a). The 350 ± 30 nm LIPSS population forms almost exclusively after a 60 min long 
delay in Figure 4.2.2(b). Trenches are observed and all features align perpendicular to the laser 
polarization after a 90 minute delay  shown in Figure 4.2.2(c). However, a defined LIPSS period 
is not observed. 
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 This study confirmed that the magnitude of the Vacancy/interstitial pair supersaturation is 
fundamentally tied to HSFL formation. When the sample was irradiated by a second set of 500 
exposures, the resulting morphology was dependent on the delay between sets. By allowing 
defects to annihilate for 60 min in between sets of exposures, HSFL formation in Figure 4.2.2(b) 
after 1,000 total exposures only proceeds to the morphology observed after 700 exposures seen 
in Figure 4.1.6(b). Increasing the time for annihilation to 90 min in Figure 4.2.2(d) prevents 
sufficient defect accumulation for the formation of either LIPSS population. The impeded LIPSS 
formation is consistent with both an generated defect lifetime on the order of hours and that the 
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Figure 4.2.2 LIPSS evolution behavior is observed after two sets of 500 exposures separated by a time 
delay and peak fluence 0.065 ± 0.005 J/cm2. The experiment tests our point defect model by allowing the 
accumulated defects to annihilate via diffusion. Increasing the delay between the sets of exposures 
produces the same morphologies after 1,000 total exposures as reducing the dose delivered all at once. 
HSFL formation appears unchanged after a (a) 25 minute delay. Only the 355 nm population is observed 
after a (b) 60 minute delay. Trenches but no LIPSS are observed after a (c) 90 minute delay.
process is concentration dependent. A control experiment using a 500 nm GaAs buffer layer 
grown in molecular beam epitaxy was also performed to ensure that HSFL formation did not 
depend on carbon impurities [Kang, 2013] in the as received wafers. 
 In summary, we have identified that the fluence range between band-gap collapse and 
ultrafast melt represents the necessary electron excitation to reach a population inversion of 
Vacancy/interstitial pairs to set the HSFL formation process in motion. The softened bonds not 
only allow defects to form, but also reduce the barriers to mass transport on subsequent 
exposures. Finally, the defect concentration, and resulting lattice strain, is directly related to the 
stage to which HSFL evolution will progress.   
4.3 Structural characterization of high spatial frequency periodic surface structures in  
 semiconductors            
 Typical ultrafast laser induced nanostructures contain an amorphous layer as thick as the            
melt depth during ablation. These include both black Si spires [Serpenguzel, 2008] and LSFL 
[Coyne, 2004]. The HSFL never melt during formation and thus we would expect their structural 
properties to reflect this difference.     
 The 180 nm HSFL formed after 1,500 exposures are shown in the cross-section            
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images in Figures 4.3.1 through 4.3.4. A conventional 
bright field TEM image of the HSFL is provided in Figure 4.3.1(a). A typical STEM energy 
dispersive x-ray spectrum from within the HSFL is provided in Figure 4.3.1(b). The peak ratio 
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between Ga and As is equivalent to a standard spectrum taken in the same microscope with a 
consistent acquisition time and indicates a 1:1 composition. Figure 4.3.1(c) contains a selected 
area diffraction pattern from the top of a structure with the GaAs (111) reflection labelled. An 
arrow points to a high angle grain boundary at 43°, which suggests the presence of twin 
boundaries within the structures. 
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Figure 4.3.1 (a) Bright field TEM of HSFL. (b) Typical STEM-EDS spectrum showing that 
HSFL are composed of stoichiometric GaAs. (c) Selected area diffraction pattern from the top 
of a structure focussing on the GaAs (111) reflection. The strained polycrystal is consistent 
with the STEM images in Figure 5.3.2.  
 The HSFL formed after 1,500 exposures were further characterized in bright field cross-           
section scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images in Figure 5.3.2. The HSFL 
have an amplitude near 350-400 nm, which is an order of magnitude larger than those typical for 
LSFL in spite of forming at lower fluence [Huang, 2009]. The strained polycrystal from the 
selected area diffraction pattern in Figure 4.3.1(c) is consistent with the diffraction contrast in 
Figure 4.3.2(a). Further STEM characterization in Figure 5.3.2 shows that the central region of 
each structure remains epitaxial to the bulk. Images were taken along the [110] zone axis of the 
original GaAs. The single crystal region is continuous through both the region above the initial 
surface in Figure 5.3.2(b) and below in Figure 5.3.2(c). The increased mobility within the 
vacancy rich material is capable of growing at least 80 nm of epitaxial semiconductor material. 
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Figure 4.3.2 (a) Bright Field STEM image of HSFL along the [110] zone axis. Structures were 
covered in Au and Pt to protect them from ion beam damage during sample preparation. The 
diffraction contrast within the HSFL corresponds to misoriented grains. The GaAs remains 
epitaxial 80 nm above (b) and below (c) the initial surface. A frequency domain finite element 
analysis calculation in (d) shows that the structures become polycrystalline where the local 
absorbed intensity is the highest.
Highly misoriented nanocrystalline regions at the structure tops, sidewalls, and trench bottoms 
appear as light diffraction contrast in Figure 5.3.2(a). A frequency domain finite element analysis 
simulation [Comsol] in Figure 5.3.2(d) shows that the nanocrystalline regions correspond to the 
highest local absorbed intensity where defect generation is concentrated and likely represents 
regions where the defect generation rate exceeded vacancy mobility.            
 Further characterization in STEM shows that the high angle grain boundaries observed in            
the selected area diffraction patterns in Figure 4.3.1(c) are in fact twin boundaries. The twin 
boundaries form within the polycrystalline regions at the top of the structures after 1,500 
exposures and one such boundary is shown in atomic resolution bright field STEM in Figure 
4.3.3. The coherent twins typically occur near the boundary between the epitaxial and 
nanocrystalline regions at the structure tops. 
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Figure 4.3.3 (a) Bright field cross-section STEM of HSFL (b) High resolution bright field STEM 
image of nanocrystal and twin boundary at the top of a single structure
 The HSFL show no evidence of Ga droplets on top of the structures. Ga droplets should            
form on the sample surface if thermal energy from multiple exposures had raised the temperature 
above 660°C [Goldstein,1976]. The polycrystalline tops to the HSFL are more characteristic of 
nanostructures produced during growth between 200°C to 350°C [Lilental-Weber, 1991]. 
 HSFL growth is mass neutral so the structures must thin in order to become taller. This            
produces the changes in concavity along the structure sidewalls. A third region of high absorbed 
intensity occurs at the concave region of each structure when this curvature is incorporated into 
the frequency domain finite element analysis simulation in Figure 4.3.2(b). The atomic resolution 
image in Figure 4.3.4(b) shows that the structures become nanocrystalline at the edge of these 
concave regions. The grain on the right hand side of the image has an elongated d-spacing along 
one of the (111) directions. The other (111) bulk direction, however, remains unstrained. This 
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Figure 4.3.4 (a) Bright field cross-section STEM image of HSFL (b) High resolution image of 
grain boundary between zinc-blende and wurtzite-like grains at the edge of the structure (c) 
schematic showing the change in stacking order as the zinc-blende (111) planes become 
wurtzite spaced (100) planes.
asymmetry at these d-spacings is consistent with the GaAs switching from ABC to ABA stacking 
to form a wurtzite-like grain. The strained zinc-blende (111) plane takes on the d-spacing of a 
wurtzite (100) plane. The wurtzite (002) plains remains lattice matched to the zinc-blende (111) 
plains at the grain boundary in Figure 4.3.4(b) as they have the same d-spacing 
[Cheiwchanchamnangij, 2011]. However, where we would expect the (101) d-spacing for 
wurtzite, the unique hybrid phase retains the original (002) d-spacing from the zinc-blende. 
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Figure 4.3.5 Raman spectroscopy from LIPSS in HSFL. The corrugation creates (111) 
surface making the transverse optical mode appear. A redshift and broadening of the 
longitudinal optical mode with increasing exposures occurs due to the formation of the 
wurtzite-like phase shown in Figure 4.3.4
 The presence of increased d-spacing from wurtzite (100) stacked planes appears as a            
redshift in the longitudinal optical phonon. The Raman spectra in Figure 4.3.5 show that the 
wurtzite-like grains shift the longitudinal optical phonon by 1 cm-1 for the 355 nm LIPSS and by 
2 cm-2 for the 180 nm HSFL. The peak from the longitudinal optical phonon is broader due to the 
presence of both phases. Another defining feature of the HSFL in Raman is the presence of the 
GaAs transverse optical phonon. While this mode is typically forbidden due to selection rules  
[Dmitruk, 2007] for the s-polarized beam, the corrugation creates (111) surface for the incident 
beam to couple to the transverse optical phonon. Consequently, the relative intensity of this mode 
increases by a factor of two when the HSFL bifurcate. The transverse optical mode does not 
undergo the same redshift as the longitudinal optical mode, which is consistent with the wurtzite-
like grains remaining coherent with the bulk throughout the spot. 
 In summary, structural characterization shows that the 180 nm HSFL are predominately            
stoichiometric, epitaxial single crystals. Regions where absorption is highest are nanocrystalline. 
The nearly 300 nm of single crystal may have potential applications in optoelectronic devices as 
a means of increasing absorption through surface structuring without losing transport at grain 
boundaries.  
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Chapter 5 
Island Precursors to High Spatial Frequency Laser Induced 
Periodic Surface Structures in Semiconductors 
 The ability to form nanodots on surfaces has long generated interest as a means to 
improve optoelectronic devices by enhancing absorption through quantum confinement [Kamat, 
2008; Nozik, 2002; Nozik, 1985] or coupling to surface plasmons [Pillai, 2007; Deckman, 1983]. 
Nanodots are commonly deposited by lithography [Masuda, 1996] or physical vapor deposition 
[Valeev, 2010]. Nanodots are also grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [Oskam, 2002] or 
ion beam bombardment [Böttger, 2013]. Nanodot formation and coarsening are observed on 
ZnSe surfaces as nanoscale Se clusters on epilayers grown in metal organic chemical phase 
deposition [Zhang, 1999] and SeO2 clusters formed after exposing MBE grown epilayers to 
atmosphere [Smathers, 1998]. These techniques are all either time consuming, require multiple 
steps, or cannot be performed at ambient temperature and pressure. Laser based techniques have 
the speed and scalability for roll-to-roll processing [Ahn, 2008] and can be performed in air at 
ambient temperature and pressure.  
 While nanodots sometimes form independently of HSFL, they always serve as precursors 
to HSFL in semiconductors. Reducing the number of exposures at HSFL formation fluences 
leads to the formation of nanodots on semiconductor surfaces. SEM images of these nanodots are 
shown for ZnSe and GaAs in Figure 5.0.1 (a) and (b) respectively. This chapter will focus on the 
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formation and characterization of ultrafast laser generated nanodots and then show how they are 
fundamentally different from more commonly studied laser induced nanoparticles. 
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Figure 5.0.0 Initial islands/nanodots that evolve into HSFL with additional exposures in (a) GaAs and (b) ZnSe. 
Specific irradiation parameters that lead to HSFL in each material are given within the figure. 
Section 4.1 Nanodot Formation in ZnSe 
 This study focuses on forming ZnSe nanostructures due to their optical properties [Geng, 
2006; Hao, 2001] as well as the material’s applications in heterojunction solar cells [Blieske, 
1997; Yater, 1996; Chu, 1995]. Additionally, the femtosecond laser has been shown to 
nanostructure ZnSe within the damage crater [Jia, 2005]. Nanodot formation has been observed 
after nanosecond laser irradiation of amorphous films [Cen, 2006]. The mechanism responsible 
for this formation is laser heating inducing recrystallization in the amorphous film. The 
technique requires thermal annealing for particles to fully form. We demonstrate formation of 
ZnSe nanodots on the ZnSe surface after femtosecond laser irradiation. The nanocrystalline 
structures retain both stoichiometry and zinc-blende structure, characterized with cross-section 
nanobeam energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (XEDS) and high resolution STEM. Unlike 
nanodots formed from nanosecond irradiation, femtosecond laser induced nanodots, far below 
the ultrafast melt threshold, do not form from lattice heating and recrystallization. Instead, the 
nanodots are consistent with morphological changes caused by ultrafast laser injected point 
defects and subsequent diffusion. 
 The irradiated samples were 1-3 µm thick epitaxial ZnSe films grown in MBE on GaAs 
(100) wafers. A Clark MXR Ti:sapphire 780 nm laser pulsed at 150 fs with a 1 kHz repetition 
rate and maximum pulse energy of 800 µJ was used. Laser was frequency doubled to 390 nm 
using a 0.4 mm thick beta-barium borate crystal cut at 29.2°. Experiments were conducted in air. 
Samples were irradiated with 10,000 exposures at a fixed location with peak fluence of 0.120 ± 
0.035 J/cm2. Reported error in peak fluence was determined by measuring the day to day 
variation in the minimum fluence required to produce a crater in GaAs after a single exposure 
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with 390 nm light. The GaAs material removal threshold of 0.155 ± 0.035 J/cm2 was calculated 
with an established two-parameter fit [Borowiec, 2004].  
 The observed nanodots form in the tails of the Gaussian beam. Therefore, to calculate the 
nanodot formation fluence we use a Gaussian fit to a beam profile imaged with a DataRay 
WinCamD CCD camera. A schematic of the relationship between lateral position and local 
fluence is provided in FIG. 5.1.1(a) superimposed on a SEM image of a laser spot.    
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Figure 5.1.1 (a) SEM image of laser damage spot after 10,000 exposures at 0.120 ± 0.035 J/cm2 and λ = 
390 nm. The red box corresponds to a local flucence between 0.3 ± 0.3 x 10-3 J/cm2 and 2.2 ± 0.8 x 10-2 J/
cm2 where nanodots are formed. The relationship between the lateral position along the horizontal axis of 
the damage spot and local fluence for the Gaussian pulse is plotted beneath the image. Local fluence for 
nanodot formation is calculated with a Gaussian fit to a beam profile imaged on a CCD camera. The region 
where nanodots form is outlined. (b) High spatial frequency laser induced periodic surface structures 
formed in ZnSe at the peak fluence. Structures have a period of 90 ± 10 nm. The structures are used as a 
fiducial mark to locate the spot center when calculating local fluence. 
 An SEM image of the morphology at the spot center shows the formation of laser 
induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) in FIG. 5.1.1(b). The structures have a period of 90 ± 
10 nm and align perpendicular to the applied electric field. These structures are commonly seen 
in compound semiconductors after multiple exposures [Jia, 2005; Borowiec, 2003]. The 
structures also serve as a fiducial mark to determine the spot center when calculating local 
fluence.  
 The relationship between local fluence and nanodot diameter was determined by 
measuring the size distribution at an offset from the spot center. The images in Figure 5.1.2 were 
taken 12 hours after irradiation. Reported local fluence error represents the sum of the 
propagated error in peak fluence measurement and the range of local fluence across the image 
width. Nanodot formation was not observed at fluences where LIPSS were present. A control 
study where the peak fluence was reduced to one error bar (0.035 J/cm2) above zero showed that 
nanodots can form without the presence of LIPSS. Nanodots were observed at a maximum local 
fluence of 2.2 ± 0.8 x 10-2 J/cm2 in Figure 5.1.2(h).  
 Nanodots are well dispersed but not in an ordered array. Diameter distributions were 
taken from SEM images and plotted at each local fluence. The magnified regions in Figure. 5.1.2 
represent 9% of the total area counted. At least 200 nanodots were counted at each local fluence 
for all distributions. The relationship between nanodot diameter and local fluence is nearly linear 
up to 1.0 ± 0.4 x 10-2 J/cm2 in Figure. 5.1.2(a-e). The trend-line in Figure. 5.1.2 is a least squares 
fit with a slope of 4.6 nm/10-3 J/cm2. Nanodot diameter and density decreases above 1.0 ± 0.4 x 
10-2 J/cm2 in Figure 5.1.2(g-h) while pit density increases.The pits appear as dark secondary 
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electron contrast in Figure 5.1.2. The time dependent studies and further nanodot characterization 
discussed below are taken from the center of this linear regime. A local fluence of 4.0 ± 2.0 x 
10-3 J/cm2 is shown centered in Figure 5.1.2(d). Images in Figure 5.1.2(c) and (e) show nanodot 
morphology at a slight underestimate (2.0 ± 1.5 x 10-3 J/cm2) and overestimate (6.0 ± 3.0 x 10-3 
J/cm2) respectively. 
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Figure. 5.1.2. Magnified images of nanodots at local fluences taken 12 hours after irradiation at (a) 0.3 ± 0.3 x 
10-3 J/cm2, (b) 1.2 ± 0.8 x 10-3 J/cm2, (c) 2.0 ± 1.5 x 10-3 J/cm2, (d) 4.0 ± 2.0 x 10-3 J/cm2, (e) 6.0 ± 3.0 x 10-3 J/
cm2, (f) 1.0 ± 0.4 x 10-2 J/cm2, (g) 1.5 ± 0.5 x 10-2 J/cm2, and (h) 2.2 ± 0.8 x 10-2 J/cm2. Nanodot formation has a 
maximum local fluence of 2.2 ± 0.8 x 10-2 J/cm2. An arrow is provided in (h) to assist the reader in locating the 
nanodot. Nanodots are still visible at the minimum local fluence measurable by our technique at 0.3 ± 0.3 x 10-3 J/
cm2. The magnified images represent 9% of the area used when counting nanodots for the plotted diameter 
distribution. Error bars on the plot represent one standard deviation from the average nanodot diameter. At least 
200 nanodots were counted at each local fluence. A least squares fit shows that nanodot average diameter increases 
linearly up to 1.0 ± 0.4 x 10-2 J/cm2 at a rate of 4.6 nm/10-3 J/cm2.
 ZnSe nanodot diameter distribution changes over time in air at room temperature. The 
change in nanodot diameter over time after irradiation at 4 ± 2 x 10-3 J/cm2 is depicted in Figure 
5.1.3. The SEM images in Figure 5.1.3(a-c) were taken one hour, seven days, and 30 days after 
irradiation respectively. Histograms for each image are taken from a normalized surface area. 
Images are representative portions of the counted areas. Within the first twelve hours, nanodot 
average diameter increases from 48 in Figure 5.1.3(a) to 58 nm in Figure 5.1.2(e) and 
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Figure 5.1.3. Representative SEM of counted region and corresponding nanodot diameter distributions at 4.0 ± 
2.0 x 10-3 J/cm2. after (a) 1 hour, (b) 7 days, and (c) 30 days. Nanodot distributions are normalized to the 
counted area. Initial nanodot density of 47 µm-2 decreases by a factor of two after 7 days and by a factor of 3 
after 30 days. Nanodot average diameter and distribution width both increase over time, which is indicative of a 
coarsening process. 
distribution width increases from σ = 5.9 to 7.4 nm. Initial nanodot density (47 µm-2) remains 
constant between one and twelve hours after irradiation but then decreases by a factor of two 
within seven days and by a factor of three within 30 days. 
 Nanodot volume change over time was calculated from AFM images. Nanodot volume 
per unit area was calculated using the Scanning Probe Image ProcessorTM software. Run-to-run 
variation between irradiations within the same film and is represented by an error of ± 0.3 µm3/
µm2 in Figure 5.1.4. Nanodot volume one hour after irradiation is 2.6 ± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2 in 
Figure 5.1.4(a). Nanodot volume increased to 3.4 ± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2 in Figure 5.1.4(b) after 
24 hours. After 140 hours, nanodot volume further increased to 4.4 ± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2 in 
Figure 5.1.4(c). Nanodot volume reaches a maximum after 6 days and remains within 
measurement error out to 30 days. Beyond 30 days, surface chemistry obscures our ability to 
measure additional changes to nanodot volume. 
 Nanodots on the ZnSe surface were characterized in cross-section STEM prepared with 
focused ion beam lift-out and imaged with a high angle annular dark field detector. Sample 
preparation takes more than one week, so nanodots are imaged after reaching equilibrium 
volume. Pt was deposited to protect the surface during lift-out. The micrograph in Figure 5.1.5(a) 
shows two nanodots in cross-section on the ZnSe film surface at a local fluence of 4 ± 2.0 x 10-3 
J/cm2. Nanodots have an aspect ratio greater than one. Two boxes in Figure 5.1.2a show the 
locations of magnified regions at the interface in Figure 5.1.5(c) and in the center of a particle in 
Figure 5.1.5(b). Particle chemical composition was determined with XEDS to contain both Zn 
and Se  in Figure 5.1.5(d). The Cu signal is observed throughout the sample because the film is 
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attached to a Cu grid, which is sputtered onto the sample during ion beam polishing. Pt is present 
in the XEDS because the particle is dome shaped and nanodots are smaller than the STEM foil 
thickness. 
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Figure 5.1.4. Relationship between nanodot volume per µm2 and time after irradiation of 10,000 exposures at 4 ± 
2 x 10-3 J/cm2.. Nanodots have elliptical cross section with in-plane diameter greater than height. The volume 
calculation error (± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2) is consistent with the day to day variation. (a) AFM showing nanodot 
volume of 2.6 ± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2 one hour after irradiation. (b) A nanodot volume of 3.4 ± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2 
24 hours after irradiation. (c) A nanodot volume of 4.4 ± 0.3 x 10-3 µm3/µm2 6 days after irradiation. Increasing 
nanodot volume over time is consistent with material diffusing from the bulk during growth. The continued 
volume expansion long after irradiation suggests that the mobile defects responsible for nanodot growth are the 
displaced atoms.
 Images of the nanodots are taken with the ZnSe film aligned along the [110] zone axis. 
The film remains crystalline at the nanodot interface. The columns of atoms are visible within 
the film in Figure 5.1.5(c) and the interatomic spacing matches the labeled crystallographic 
directions for the ZnSe crystal structure. Within the nanodot, only planes of atoms are visible. 
Crystal directions in grains with small misorientation from the [110] zone axis of the film are 
labeled with arrows in Figure 5.1.5(b-c). Planes from grains with large misorientation angle from 
the film [110] zone axis are not visible because they do not meet the Bragg diffraction condition. 
The marked planes have spacing that match the ZnSe zinc-blende structure, but the planes do not 
align with the crystallographic directions of the film. It follows that nanodots are polycrystalline 
and have grain size on the order of 5 to 10 nm. The other nanodot in Figure 5.1.5(a) was 
nanocrystalline. No evidence of amorphous nanodots was observed throughout the STEM 
sample nor was there any amorphous material below or adjacent to the nanodots. 
 The ZnSe nanodots form due to a three step process. Point defects accumulate during 
laser irradiation. The interstitial atoms diffuse to the free surface and become adatoms. Adatom 
diffusion at room temperature is slow enough that growth takes on a Volmer-Weber mode 
resulting in the observed islands [Volmer, 1926]. The diffusion processes occur on a timescale 
long after irradiation has ceased so we assume that interactions between the laser and adatoms is 
negligible. While the band-gap collapse threshold has not been measured directly in ZnSe, we 
know that we are below the melt threshold. First, nanodots only form at lower fluences than 
where HSFL are observed. Second, it is well known that semiconductors typically have ultrafast 
melt thresholds that are  approximately half the material removal threshold [Bonse, 2002; 
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Cavalleri, 1999]. Hence, we estimate the ZnSe melt threshold at approximately 0.3 J/cm2 [Wang, 
2005], about two orders of magnitude above nanodot formation. 
 The ultrafast laser generated nanodots from ZnSe retain both elements in Figure 5.1.5(d) 
and their zinc-blende crystal structure in Figure 5.1.5(b-c). The composition can be attributed to 
the unique ultrafast laser defect formation mechanism. In a perfect ZnSe crystal, both Zn and Se 
atoms have the same average thermal velocity and are connected by Zn-Se bonds. Our defect 
generation model depends primarily on an atom’s initial thermal velocity and covalent bond 
strength and thus both species should have a similar probability of displacing from their lattice 
sites. The laser thus injects interstitials of both materials to serve as adatoms during the growth 
process. 
 The laser generated point defects strain the lattice and create a concentration gradient to 
drive diffusion within the system. Interstitial atoms that diffuse to the free surface cause 
morphological changes as positive relief features [Vancauwenbeghre, 1991]. The nanodot 
volume per µm2 reaches an asymptote in Figure 5.1.4 as the bulk becomes depleted of 
interstitials to act as adatoms. The qualitative trend of increasing average nanodot diameter, 
increasing distribution width, and decreasing particle density over time in Figure 5.1.3 is 
indicative of nanodot coarsening. Nanodot coarsening continues after nanodot volume per µm2 
becomes constant and is driven by surface diffusion [Zhang, 1999; Smathers, 1998]. The 
coarsening causes the larger nanodots to grow at the expense of smaller nanodots, which leads to 
the non-uniform distribution observed on the surface in Figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.  
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Figure 5.1.5 Cross-section STEM of two nanodots grown from 10,000 exposures at 4.0 ± 
2.0 x 10-3 J/cm2. The particles are imbedded in a Pt layer for protection during sample 
preparation. The rectangles point to the locations within the particle where the insets were 
taken. (b) Enlarged region of the center of the nanodot showing planes with spacings of ZnSe 
[111] and [220] directions. (c) Enlarged region at the film/nanodot interface. The film is 
aligned along the [110] zone axis and retains its structure after irradiation. Planes with ZnSe 
[111] spacings that are not aligned with the directions in the film are visible within the 
nanodot. We determine that the nanodots are polycrystalline ZnSe that form while the 
underlying film remains a single crystal (d) XEDS from within the particle. The Cu comes 
from sputtering of the grid onto the sample during ion beam polishing. The Pt comes from 
the protective layer. The nanodots are chemically composed of primarily Zn and Se.
 Polycrystalline nanodots are consistent with hillock formation on semiconductors having 
high point defect concentrations. Polycrystalline structures are also commonly observed on film 
surfaces during molecular beam homoepitaxy of compound semiconductors at low temperature 
[Lilental-Weber, 1991]. Films grow with high enough vacancy concentrations that the lattice 
cannot incorporate the excess anions, which condense on the surface. Kinetic Monte-Carlo 
simulations predict Ehrlich-Schwoebel step edge diffusion barriers cause adatoms to mound and 
eventually become the observed polycrystalline structures [Apostolopoulos, 2002]. We predict 
that laser generated interstitials both form mounds and become polycrystalline due to these same 
surface kinetics. The key difference between femtosecond laser induced nanodots and those 
grown in MBE is that the laser induced adatom source is the interstitial defects that have diffused 
and recombined with the free surface. The larger nanodots formed at constant time after 
irradiation and higher local fluence (up to 0.01 J/cm2) can be qualitatively interpreted as more 
energy producing larger defect populations and faster diffusion in Figure 5.1.2. Above 0.01 J/cm2 
sufficient adatoms are generated to begin to form a continuous film. However, pits on the surface 
become more prominent in Figure 5.1.s. 2(g-h), which is consistent with islands combining with 
increased adatom concentration during Volmer-Weber growth [Kaganer, 2009].  
 We have also considered shot to shot heat accumulation. The rise in temperature after a 
single exposure was calculated with the energy balance in Equation 1. Within Equation 1, ΔT is 
the lattice temperature rise of ~50 K after an exposure at local fluence, F, of 4 x 10-3 J/cm2 with 
reflectivity, R, of 0.17 [Walter, 1970] and heated depth, L, on the order of the laser absorption 
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depth of 100 nm [Adachi, 1991] is consistent with temperature rises calculated from reflectivity 
measurements from similar fluences [Wu, 2007] Heat capacity at constant volume, cv (0.95 J/
K1cm3) [Benkabou, 2000], is used since energy transfer to the lattice occurs on a timescale faster 
than thermal expansion. The temperature change is used in the mass transport formula in 
Equation 2 to calculate an quench rate of 1011 K/s. Within the mass transport equation, k (0.2 W/
cm1K1) [Lugueva, 2004] is a thermal conductivity, cp (1.8 J/K1cm3) [Berger, 1993] is the heat 
capacity at constant pressure, and ρ (5.27 g/cm3) is the ZnSe density.  The calculated rate is fast 
enough for the lattice to return to room temperature within 100 ps. At nanodot formation fluences 
two orders of magnitude below the band-gap collapse threshold, the material would still return to 
room temperature within 10 µs with a quench rate as slow as 106 K/s. Thus, morphological 
changes during nanodot formation occur from solid-state damage accumulation within the film. 
 To conclude, we observed the formation of polycrystalline ZnSe nanodots on the film 
surface after ultrafast laser irradiation. We established a range of fluences over which nanodots 
form. Our structural characterization of the underlying film allows us to infer that nanodot 
formation is a solid state process. Nanodot formation is consistent with a defect accumulation 
and diffusion model, similar to that responsible for HSFL formation. The observed nanodot 
coarsening and chemical composition are consistent with our model. Beyond fundamental 
understanding of laser-materials interaction, the ability to form semiconductor nanodots on an 
epitaxial film in air and at room temperature may provide a useful technique for emerging 
nanotechnologies. 
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Section 4.2 Nanodot Formation in GaAs 
 Nanodot formation was performed on as-received GaAs wafers in order to show that the 
structures were characteristic of semiconductors.  An SEM image of nanodots formed after 
10,000 exposures at λ=390 nm and 4.0 ± 2.0 x 10-3 J/cm2 is shown in Figure 5.2.1 taken two 
hours after irradiation. The nanodots have a diameter of 36 ± 6 nm after two hours. Similar to the 
ZnSe nanodots, the islands coarsen to a distribution of 39 ± 8 nm after 27 hours. Although 
nanodots were observed in both materials at λ=390 nm, those on ZnSe had rounded edges while 
those on GaAs appear faceted in FIG 5.2.1 unlike typical rounded Ga droplets seen in MBE 
[Plissard, 2011] and ion-beam deposition [Prestigiacomo, 2005]. While Ga is known to segregate 
when forming droplets on the GaAs surface, the facets on the nanodots leave open the possibility 
that the nanodots contain crystalline GaAs. These Ga droplets form due to Langmuir evaporation 
when the growth temperature exceeds a congruent evaporation temperature [Goldstein,1976]. 
For the [100] face in GaAs, this temperature is 663°C. At nanodot formation fluences, the 
maximum temperature is ~ 0.25 of the congruent evaporation temperature in GaAs so it would 
not drive Ga droplet formation.  For either composition, this result shows that a nanodot 
morphology generated by the ultrafast laser is not unique to ZnSe and that nanodot formation 
does not require the ZnSe/GaAs interface or a film under tension. 
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  The as-received wafers contain carbon impurities that serve to increase the intrinsic 
nature of the GaAs for electrical applications. A second control experiment on 500 nm thick, 
stress-free, dislocation-free GaAs epilayer produced the same nanostructures observed on the as-
received wafers. This null result shows that the carbon impurity atoms are not responsible for 
HSFL and nanodot formation [Kang, 2013]. 
 An AFM image of the GaAs nanodots an hour after irradiation with 10,000 exposures at a 
local fluence of 4.0 ± 2.0 x 10-3 J/cm2 and λ=390 nm is provided in FIG. 5.2.2(a). Nanodot 
volume per µm2 under these conditions is equivalent for both materials. Unlike the ZnSe 
nanodots, the structures in GaAs do not increase in volume after the first hour. Coarsening from 
surface diffusion is still observed in FIG 5.2.2(b).  
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Figure 5.2.1 SEM image of nanodots on GaAs formed after 10,000 exposures at λ=390 nm and 4 x 10-3 J/cm2 
taken two hours after irradiation. Nanodots appear faceted. Nanodots have an diameter distribution of 36 ± 6 nm.
 The difference in growth long after irradiation suggests that the GaAs atoms require the 
enhanced mobility during band-gap collapse in order to favor nanostructure formation over 
defect annihilation. Interstitials being more stable in ZnSe is consistent with its higher difference 
in electronegativity between cations and anions.  
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Figure 5.2.2 AFM images of of nanodots on GaAs from 10,000 exposures, λ=390 nm, at 4.0 ± 2.0 J/cm2 (a) 1 
hour and (b) 54 hours after irradiation. While the nanodots still coarsen via surface diffusion, no bulk diffusion 
increases their volume after their initial formation. 
 A simple thermodynamic argument can explain the preference for nanodots to form over 
pits at low dose. We consider a 2D lattice occupied by alternating cation and anion species. The 
system is treated as a regular mixture of vacancies, interstitials, and lattice atoms. The partition 
function for such a mixture is described by Equation 5.2.1: 
Ω=ΩV·ΩI=(NA!·NA!)/((NA-NV)!·NV!·(NA-NI)!·NI!) 
 Equation (5.2.1) 
Where Ω is a partition function, NA is the number of atoms in the system, NI is the number of 
interstitial atoms, and NV is the number of vacancy atoms. Because the ultrafast laser generated 
point defects are Frenkel Pairs, NI = NV. From the partition function we derive an expression for 
the configurational entropy ΔS in Equation 5.2.2: 
ΔS =kb˙lnΩ=2kb{NA˙ln[NA/(NA-NV)]+NV˙ln[(NA-NV)/NV]} 
(Equation 5.2.2) 
The configurational entropy is used in the regular solution approximation for the Gibbs free 
energy ΔG in Equation 5.2.4: 
ΔG = ΔH -T·ΔS 
(Equation 5.2.3) 
ΔG = K · Xdefect · (1-Xdefect) -T·ΔS 
(Equation 5.2.4) 
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Where K is the defect heat of formation, Xdefect is the number fraction of point defects, and T is 
the temperature in Kelvin.  
 The formation energies for vacancies [Van Vechten, 1975] is lower than that of 
interstitials [Hurle, 1979] in zinc blende semiconductors. The less stable self-interstitials 
therefore put more strain on the lattice, leading to higher mobility causing nanodots to form more 
readily than pits. Equation 3 predicts that self-interstitials of either ion are completely unstable at 
room temperature in GaAs [Hurle, 1979]. Meanwhile the vacancy solubility within the lattice is 
~0.7%. The conditions for nanodot formation can thus be reframed as the point where the 
population inversion of Frenkel Pairs does not exceed the lattice’s solubility for vacancies.    
 Island-like structures also form after irradiation with  λ=780 nm. SEM images of the 20 
nm islands formed after 350 exposures at 0.065 ± 0.005 J/cm2 are shown in Figures 5.0.1(a). 
Continued irradiation of these nanodots leads to HSFL formation. The role of surface plasmon 
polaritons responsible for the continued nanostructure evolution will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
The absence of HSFL formation from a single from the nanodots formed at  λ=390 nm will be 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
 To summarize, nanodot formation, via diffusing defects, is universal to semiconductors. 
The tendency for island formation over pit formation at low dose occurs due to the difference in 
solubilities within the lattice between the two species. Additionally, nanodot formation is greatly 
assisted by enhanced diffusivity during band-gap collapse and the structures would not otherwise 
form without this enhancement in GaAs.  
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Section 4.3 Comparison of point defect based islands and ablation based nanoparticles 
 Scalable nanomanufacturing is often dependent upon the development of techniques to 
form and deposit nanoparticles onto a substrate at rates applicable to manufacturing techniques 
such as roll-to-roll processing [Wei, 2008]. Techniques for patterning a substrate with 
nanoparticles such as lithography [Huang, 2002; Franklin, 2001], stamping solutions of 
nanoparticles [Kind, 2000], and ink-jet printing [Ago, 2003] often lead to well dispersed 
nanoparticles. However, these methods are either time consuming or require a two-step process 
of forming and then dispersing particles.  
 Laser based techniques offer a one-pot, scaleable means for nanoparticle deposition. 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is the most common laser based method of depositing 
nanoparticles. The resulting nanoparticle morphology is dependent on the properties of the 
plasma plume resulting from bulk ablation [Anisomov, 1993; Haverkamp, 2003]. Laser printing 
techniques involve irradiation of thin films through a transparent substrate and can be performed 
with either the nanosecond [Murray, 2008; Amoruso, 2011] or ultrafast laser [Murphy, 2013a; 
Rouleau, 2014]. Compared to bulk ablation in PLD, nanoparticles printed from thin films with 
nanosecond lasers have a more narrow size distribution but the same average particle size 
[Amoruso, 2011]. Ultrafast laser printed nanoparticles exhibit narrow size distributions and 
average particle size is dependent on the irradiation conditions [Murphy, 2013a]. Further, 
Ultrafast laser nanoparticle printing can be performed at fluences below the damage threshold for 
common semiconductor substrates [Bonse, 2002]. These fluences are a factor of four lower than 
those required for NiO nanoparticle generation from ultrafast laser based PLD [Liu, 2007].  
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 Scalable processes for deposition, size, and shape control of nanoparticles have far 
reaching applications in numerous fields. Nanoparticle size and shape determine properties 
ranging from its plasmon response [Lee, 2006] to its uptake into cells for biological applications 
[Albanese, 2012]. Here we focus on NiO nanoparticles, which are specifically useful as a 
catalyst for Carbon nanotube [Kukovitsky, 2002] and GaN nanowire growth [Kim, 2008]. 
Control over catalyst particle size offers a means for control of the resulting structures’ diameters 
[Nasibulin, 2005; Kukovitsky, 2002; Cui, 2001]. NiO core/shell nanoparticles have also recently 
shown promise as an anode material in Li-ion batteries [Sasidharan, 2014]. 
 Ultrafast laser nanoparticle printing is a novel one-step process for depositing 
nanoparticles onto a substrate of choice [Murphy, 2013a; Rouleau, 2014]. The technique is a 
variant of the LIFT technique [Bohandy 1988] that involves irradiating thin films on transparent 
substrates through the glass side first. The sample is translated such that each pulse irradiates a 
virgin area of the sample. The film melts and is ejected from the glass substrate within the 
irradiated region. The ejected film breaks up into nanoparticles that are collected on the material 
surface of choice [Murphy, 2013a]. In this chapter, we will detail how size control of these LIFT 
based nanoparticles are fundamentally different from the defect-diffusion based nanodots in 
semiconductors. While nanodot size was determined by a coarsening, the NiO nanoparticle size 
depends on activating different thin film removal mechanisms during ablation. Nanoparticle 
shape control can also be achieved by tuning resolidification dynamics.  
 Ultrafast nanoparticle printing has typically been performed above the metal film’s 
plasma threshold [Murphy, 2013a, Rousseau, 2014]. Patterning of 20nm thick Ni films at 5 J/cm2 
with TEM grids placed 8 mm from the film resulted in printing of clusters of nanoparticles onto 
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TEM grids, shown in Figure 5.3.1(a). Most printed nanoparticles have symmetric, equilibrium 
shapes. The nanoparticles with diameters >20 nm were typically spherical, indicated by the solid 
arrow in Figure 5.3.1(a), and STEM contrast suggests spherical NPs are composed of a Ni core 
surrounded by an ︎10 nm thick oxide shell. The smaller (<20 nm) nanoparticles were faceted with 
square and hexagonal shapes, indicated by the dashed arrows in Figure 5.3.1(b). 
 The printed nanoparticles were characterized both structurally and chemically in STEM. 
Particles with a square projection are characterized as the 100 face of cubic NiO with nanobeam 
diffraction in Figure 5.3.2(a). Particles with a hexagonal projection are characterized as the (110) 
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Ni thin films were irradiated in air from the glass side
first within the laser focus and each laser pulse irradiated a
virgin area of the sample. Irradiated thin film regions were
investigated optically using a Nikon Optiphot microscope
with differential interference contrast, (DIC) and height pro-
files were obtained with a Veeco Dimension Icon atomic
force microscope (AFM) operated in tapping mode. To per-
form laser printing, holey carbon transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) grids with a 3mm diameter were placed in
close proximity to Ni films. Ni thin films and TEM grids
were fixed with respect to each other and were translated in
the lab frame. Irradiation was performed over an !7" 7mm
area. Investigation of printed NPs was performed using a
JEOL JEM-2100F scanning TEM (STEM) for atomic resolu-
tion imaging, nano-beam diffraction, and electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis.
Ni thin films were irradiated from the cover slip substrate
side first, illustrated in Fig. 1(a). After irradiation by a single
laser pulse, the Ni film melts and is ejected from the cover
slip within the irradiated region. The Ni film was patterned
by rastering the focused laser beam across the film with sin-
gle laser pulses, shown in Fig. 1(b), and evidence for Ni re-
moval from the cover slip substrate is seen by changes in
optical contrast of the film as dark circles. AFM analysis con-
firms removal of Ni both from the Ni-cover slip interface and
from within the film, seen as light annular circles in Fig. 1(b),
within the irradiated regions. The threshold for removal of
20 nm Ni films from a cover slip substrate in this geometry
was found to be 0.15 J/cm2, an order of magnitude below the
1 J/cm2 Ni plasma threshold.23 The size of laser-patterned
regions increases with increasing fluence, and each column in
Fig. 1(b) was irradiated with the same fluence. The laser flu-
ences from left to right are 1.5 J/cm2 and 2.0 J/cm2.
Patterning of 20 nm thick Ni films using a 5 J/cm2 flu-
ence with TEM grids placed 8mm from the film resulted in
printing of NPs onto TEM grids, shown in Fig. 2(a). At this
fluence, TEM grids were placed far below the Ni films in
order to avoid damaging the grids with high intensity laser
light. NPs were typically found in clusters on the grid, shown
in Fig. 2(a), and most printed NPs displayed symmetric,
equilibrium shapes. NPs with diameters >20 nm were typi-
cally spherical, indicated by the solid arrow in Fig. 2(a), and
STEM contrast suggests spherical NPs are composed of a Ni
core surrounded by an !10 nm thick oxide shell. NPs with
diameters #20 nm were faceted with square and hexagonal
shapes, indicated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 2(b). NP clus-
ters were separated from each other by distances ranging
from !500 nm to several microns on the TEM grid. Clusters
often contained dense groups of NPs with diameters <6 nm
which could not be reliably counted, indicated by the solid
arrow in Fig. 2(b). Excluding these dense groups and count-
ing NPs over an !100" 100 nm area, the density of clusters
was calculated to be !1" 104 NPs/lm2.
Isolated square and hexagonal NPs were further character-
ized using STEM in Fig. 3. The atomic resolution STEM
images show faceted NPs are single-crystalline and the crystal
structure of the faceted NPs was determined using nano-beam
diffraction. When cubic shapes are visible in STEM images,
NP diffraction patterns index to the cubic NiO [100] zone axis
in Fig. 3(a). Sample drift resulted in streaking of the STEM
image in Fig. 3(a). When hexagonal shapes are visible in
Fig. 3(b), diffraction patterns index to the cubic NiO [110] zone
FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of the NP printing setup. Irradiation was performed in a
top-down geometry in the lab frame. The dashed arrows indicate the film-TEM
grid separation distance, which could be varied, and the solid arrows indicate
the direction of the stage movement. (b) DIC image of Ni removal from a
20 nm thick film on a microscope cover slip after irradiation with single laser
pulses. The cover slip was irradiated first and each column was irradiated with
the same fluence. The fluences from left to right are 1.5 J/cm2 and 2.0 J/cm2.
FIG. 2. STEM images of NPs printed onto a holey carbon TEM grid from a
20 nm Ni film using a 5 J/cm2 laser fluence. (a) NPs were usually found in
clusters. NPs with diameters >20 nm were typically spherical and STEM
contrast suggests they are composed of a Ni core surrounded by an !10 nm
thick oxide shell. A spherical NP with a diameter of 145 nm is indicated by
the solid arrow. (b) A cluster of NPs suspended over a TEM grid hole. NPs
with diameters #20 nm were typically faceted with square and hexagonal
shapes, indicated by the dashed arrows. The solid arrow indicates a dense
group of NPs with diameters <6 nm.
FIG. 3. Atomic resolution STEM images of single-crystal NiO NPs, indi-
cated by arrows, printed onto holey carbon TEM grids and their accompany-
ing nano-beam diffraction patterns. (a) Square shapes and (b) hexagonal
shapes are observed. A single-crystalline NP which is not aligned down a
zone axis is also visible. Accompanying nano-beam diffraction of the indi-
vidual NPs reveal square shapes in STEM images result from cubic NiO
NPs lying on the [100] zone axis, while hexagonal shapes in STEM images
result from cubic NiO NPs lying on the [110] zone axis.
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Figure 5.3.1 from from R.D. Murphy, M.J. Abere, K.J. Schrider, B. Torralva, and S.M. Yalisove, Appl. Phys. Lett. 
103, 093113 (2013). STEM images of NPs printed onto a holey carbon TEM grid from a 20 nm Ni film using a 5 
J/cm2 laser fluence. (a) NPs were usually found in clusters. NPs with diameters >20 nm were typically spherical 
and STEM contrast suggests they are composed of a Ni core surrounded by an ︎10 nm thick oxide shell. A spherical 
NP with a diameter of 145 nm is indicated by the solid arrow. (b) A cluster of NPs suspended over a TEM grid 
hole. NPs with diameters ︎20 nm were typically faceted with square and hexagonal shapes, indicated by the dashed 
arrows. The solid arrow indicates a dense group of NPs with diameters <6 nm.  
face of cubic NiO in Figure 5.3.2(c). Atomic resolution images show that the square Figure 
5.3.2(a) and hexagonal Figure 5.3.2B nanoparticles are single crystals. Measuring the interatomic 
spacing of the images is consistent with the plane spacings determined in nanodiffraction. 
Individual particles are determined to be 50/50 Ni and O using nanobeam EELS in Figure 
5.3.2(b).  
 In previous work [Murphy, 2013], many of the nanoparticles with diameters <6 nm were 
clustered in a way that they could not be accurately counted. By improving the STEM quality 
such that individual nanoparticles within the clusters could be differentiated by the coherence of 
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Figure 5.3.2 Adapted from R.D. Murphy, M.J. Abere, K.J. Schrider, B. Torralva, and S.M. Yalisove, Appl.  
Phys. Lett. 103, 093113 (2013). a and b) STEM image of Single crystal NiO nanoparticles (see arrows) 
printed onto holey carbon TEM grids from 20 nm films. a) square and b) hexagonal projections are observed 
and nanodiffraction shows that they are both FCC NiO aligned down the [100] (square) and [110] 
(hexagonal) zone axis. c) Corresponding nanobeam EELS from a single nanoparticle confirming a 1:1 ratio 
of Ni to O in nanoparticles. Misaligned atoms in (a) are due to sample drift in the STEM.
their lattice planes, it became apparent that the nanoparticles under 20 nm in diameter were 
actually composed of two modes. Furthermore, we observed that the presence of these two 
modes correlates to both the thickness and post mortem morphology of the film used for printing.   
 
  
 It is well known that irradiation of metal thin films with a single exposure produces two 
distinct damage morphologies [Murphy, 2013b; Rouleau, 2014]. Material removal can either 
occur within the film as shown in Figure 5.3.3(a) or at the glass/Ni interface as shown in Figure 
5.3.3(b). We refer to these two types of removal as being either “intrafilm" or “interface” 
respectively. The depth of intrafilm removal is dependent on the film thickness. While it has been 
previously shown that 7 nm of Ni are removed from 20 nm films [Schrider, submitted], we now 
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Figure 5.3.3 (a) AFM of the 3 nm intrafilm separation from a 10 nm film after a single exposure at 0.13 J/cm2 
from he Ni side first. (b) AFM of the 7 nm layer removed in addition to the 3 nm at 0.18 J/cm2 when both intrafilm 
and interface removal are present. (c) Threshold fluences for Ni side first irradiation of 20, 10, and 5 nm films. 
The thresholds for the two types of removal become closer in value as film thickness decreases such that for the 5 
nm film, only separation at the interface was observed.
show that 3 nm of material are ejected from 10 nm thick films. Only removal at the Ni/glass 
interface was observed when the film thickness was reduced to 5 nm. Decreasing film thickness 
also decreases the threshold fluence for each type of removal. For Ni side first irradiation, the 
interface removal threshold falls from 0.34 J/cm2 to 0.16 J/cm2 to 0.12 J/cm2 for 20 nm, 10 nm, 
and 5 nm films respectively. Meanwhile, the intrafilm removal threshold changes from 0.16 J/
cm2 to 0.12 J/cm2 for 20 nm and 10 nm films respectively. Both of these values are less than the 
0.25 J/cm2 threshold for bulk Ni [Murphy, 2013c].  The material removal thresholds as a function 
of film thickness are provided in Figure 5.3.3(c)  
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Figure 5.3.4 (a) Schematic and histogram of the nanoparticle distribution formed after printing from the 3 nm 
intrafilm layer for 10 nm Ni films at 0.09 J/cm2. Nanoparticles have an average diameter of 58 ± 18 nm. (b) Dark 
field STEM image of the spherical nanoparticles produced under the 3 nm slab. (c) Schematic and histogram of 
the nanoparticle distribution formed after printing from both the 3 nm and 7 nm layers for 10 nm Ni films at 
0.024 J/cm2. The addition of a 3 ± 1 nm population originates from the 7 nm layer (b) Dark field STEM image of 
the agglomerated square and hexagonal nanoparticles produced from the 7 nm slab.
 The damage thresholds are reported as the incident fluence. Due to multiple reflections 
within the glass, a larger fraction of the laser energy is absorbed by irradiating with the glass side 
as opposed to the Ni side first [Murphy, 2013c]. The damage thresholds are less than those 
reported for previous Ni side first thresholds [Murphy, 2013b; Schrider, submitted] and scale 
with the difference in absorptance between the two irradiation geometries [Murphy, 2013c]. The 
glass first thresholds for interface removal were 0.21 J/cm2, 0.12 J/cm2, and 0.08 J/cm2 for 20 
nm, 10 nm, and 5 nm films respectively. The thresholds for intrafilm removal were 0.11 J/cm2 
and 0.06 J/cm2 for 20 nm and 10 nm films respectively. Irradiation from the glass side first did 
not change the depth of material expelled during intrafilm removal for any film thickness. 
 The nanoparticles formed after intrafilm removal at 0.09 J/cm2 from 10 nm thick films 
have diameters of 58 ± 18 nm. The nanoparticles were dispersed randomly throughout the TEM 
grid. A particle diameter distribution taken from 533 nanoparticles is provided in Figure 5.3.4(a) 
along with dark field STEM images showing their typical spherical shape in Figure 5.3.4(b). The 
STEM contrast in Figure 5.3.4(b) indicates that these nanoparticles are NiO and not the core/
shell structures that formed above the plasma threshold. Increasing the fluence above the 
interface removal threshold to 0.24 J/cm2 causes a reduction in the large dispersed nanoparticle 
diameter to 43 ± 18 nm while preserving the width of the distribution. Additionally, nanoparticle 
agglomerates with 3 nm diameter form at this fluence. The relative frequency of these two 
populations in terms of the number of particles is shown in the diameter distribution in Figure 
5.3.4(c). The distribution was generated by counting 1,354 individual particles. Typical dark field 
STEM images of these agglomerates are shown in Figure 5.3.4(d). The single crystal particles 
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have circular, square, or hexagonal projections and can be differentiated within the agglomerates 
by the coherence of their lattice planes.  
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Figure 5.3.5 (a) Schematic and histogram of the nanoparticle distribution formed after printing from the 3 nm 
intrafilm layer for 10 nm Ni films at 0.15 J/cm2. Nanoparticles have an average diameter of 7 ± 3 nm. (b) Dark 
field STEM image of the spherical nanoparticles produced under the 7 nm slab. (c) Schematic and histogram of 
the nanoparticle distribution formed after printing from both the 3 nm and 7 nm layers for 10 nm Ni films at 
0.024 J/cm2. The broader peak occurs because both the 3 and 7 nm populations from from the 13 nm and 7 nm 
slabs respectively (b) Dark field STEM image of the agglomerated nanoparticles produced from the 13 nm slab.
 Intrafilm and interface removal also produce different sized nanoparticles from 20 nm 
films. The removal of 7 nm during intrafilm separation at 0.15 J/cm2 produces nanoparticles with 
an average diameter equal to the removed film’s thickness (diameter = 7 ± 3 nm). A diameter 
distribution of these nanoparticles was taken from 1,639 particles and is shown in Figure 
5.3.5(a). Sample STEM images of the nanoparticles and an atomic resolution dark field image of 
a single particle are shown in Figure 5.3.5(b). The much larger (>20 nm) nanoparticles can still 
form but make up far less than 1% of all deposited nanoparticles. The 7 nm population is still 
present when both intrafilm and interface removal are active from irradiation at 0.24 J/cm2, but 
with the addition of the 3 nm agglomerates of nanoparticles, much like those previously 
observed from the 10 nm films. The distribution, taken from 1,954 particles and shown in Figure 
5.3.5(c), appears as a single broad peak because the tails of the 3 and 7 nm populations overlap. 
However, the STEM images in Figure 5.3.5(d) show that the nanoparticles distribute as larger 
particles with agglomerates of the smaller population such that areas that appear as uniform dark 
field contrast in the left hand image are actually composed of numerous agglomerated particles 
in the right hand image.  
 The 7 nm nanoparticles from intrafilm removal of 20 nm films is decidedly smaller than 
the 40-60 nm population from the 3 nm intrafilm removal from 10 nm films. The 5 nm removal 
from 5 nm thick films produces nanoparticles with an average diameter of 24 ± 11 nm as shown 
in the distribution in Figure 5.3.6(b). The nanoparticle diameter is consistent with the trend that 
the larger population’s diameter is inversely proportional to the thickness of the removed film. 
However, the 24 nm nanoparticles form under irradiation conditions where the film is removed at 
the Ni/glass interface. Nanoparticles with diameters on the order of 20 nm are also observed after 
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printing from 2 nm thick Pt films [Rouleau, 2014]. Therefore, we must consider the dynamics of 
thin film separation beyond just the type of material removal in order to understand the origin of 
ultrafast laser printed nanoparticle size control.  
 It has been previously shown that the intrafilm removal occurs via liquid spallation 
[Murphy, 2013b] at the trough of the tensile wave within the expanding molten Ni [Leveugle 
2004] or the same mechanism as bulk irradiation . We can confirm that the spallation mechanism 
determines nanoparticle size because the diameter of nanoparticles printed above the plasma 
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Figure 5.3.6 Removal of (a) 3, (b), 5, and (c) 7 nm slabs from 10 nm, 5 nm, and 20 nm Ni films respectively. 
Decreasing slab thickness leads to larger nanoparticles. It should be noted that the 5 nm slab separates into 
nanoparticles in a way consistent with removal via liquid spallation. This is in contrast to those nanoparticles 
formed during the nucleation and growth of voids within the vapor dome, which form the 3 nm agglomerates 
regardless of the removed thickness. 
threshold for thin films [Murphy, 2013a] is equivalent to those from bulk irradiation in a 
reflection geometry [Liu, 2007]. The ejected sheet decomposes into individual particles en route 
to the target [Rouleau, 2013].  
 Printing with a 140 µm film-TEM grid separation distance can produce novel 
nanoparticle shapes. Particles with the hybrid cubic/hemispherical shape seen in Figure 5.3.4(b) 
only form when material removal occurs due to intrafilm separation. Nanoparticles which are 
neither cubic nor spherical are known to form when molten material lands on a substrate [Liu, 
2007]. These shapes arise because the solid/air interface maintains a constant 90° during 
solidification, which leads to a non-planar freezing front [Marin, 2014]. The aligned columns of 
atoms throughout the entire cubic portion of the nanoparticle suggest that solidification nucleates 
within this “seed crystal like” region. The atomic disorder within the hemispherical portion of 
these particles may occur to incorporate residual stress from the droplet solidification process 
[Chin, 1996]. The nanoparticles formed from interface separation have equilibrium shapes at the 
same separation distance as seen in Figure 5.3.3(d), and we can therefore assume they solidified 
in transit to the substrate [Murphy, 2013a]. This is consistent with the 500% faster ejection 
velocity for the intrafilm layer for 20 nm Ni films[Schrider, submitted]. The difference in transit 
time between the two film removal mechanisms is consistent with nanoparticle solidification on 
the order of 100 ns.   
 The slower ejection velocity, in spite of the laser uniformly heating the film, suggests that 
separation at the interface for the 20 and 10 nm occurs by a fundamentally different mechanism.  
in which removal occurs due to the nucleation and growth of vapor at the Ni/glass interface 
[Schrider, submitted]. The removed film leaves a much rougher surface in the ablation crater 
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[Murphy, 2013b] than liquid spallation during intrafilm separation. Ejection by this nucleation 
and growth mechanism produces nanoparticles with an average diameter a factor of two lower 
than removal of the same layer thickness by liquid spallation. We suggest that the nucleation and 
growth based mechanism causes the region of the film near the fracture to break up into smaller 
droplets. The total volume of these 3 nm nanoparticles does not account for the entire removed 
film thickness, which is consistent with some of this layer either remains as the roughness in the 
ablation crater or breaks up into larger nanoparticles. 
 The nanoparticle diameters from 5 nm thick films indicate that the removal mechanism 
more closely resembles liquid spallation. This result suggests that although both removal 
mechanisms occur within tens of picoseconds [Schrider, submitted], there is a delay before 
removal via nucleation and growth occurs. The lack of 3 nm nanoparticles is consistent with the 
5 nm film being too thin to support the tensile wave within the melt, but spalls at the interface 
before the vapor has time to nucleate and grow. 
 In summary, we have demonstrated the ability to control the size of ultrafast laser printed 
nanoparticles by varying film thickness and fluence to the thin film ablation mechanism. 
Nanoparticles formed from liquid spallation have an average diameter tied to the thickness of the 
ejected slab while those formed from the nucleation and growth of vapor at the Ni/glass interface 
are much smaller than the slab thickness. Asymmetric nanoparticle shapes can be formed by 
reducing the film-substrate separation distance such that the ejected liquid is still molten when it 
contacts the substrate. In addition to possible applications as a rapid, one-pot technique for 
depositing nanoparticles, laser printing is a convenient technique to characterize material ejected 
after ultrafast laser ablation. This offers an additional avenue to understanding the fundamental 
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physics of laser-materials interactions, specifically the material’s response on timescales long 
after irradiation. 
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Figure 6.0.1 HSFL formation after irradiation at a fluence of 0.065 ± 0.005 J/cm2 after (a) 250 (b) 400, (c) 500, (d) 
600, (e) 700, and (f) 1,000 exposures. The imaged morphologies are characteristic of laser damage spots with a 
variance of ± 50 exposures between experiments. The islands and pits in (b) organize into the 165 ± 60 nm 
population in (c). The LIPSS period first increases to 355 ± 60 nm in (d) and (e) before going through a 
bifurcation to 180 ± 50 nm in (f).
Chapter 6 
Coupled Surface plasmon polariton and Diffusive Mechanisms of 
High Spatial Frequency Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structure 
Formation in Semiconductors 
 The HSFL formation process cannot be explained by an exclusively diffusive or optical 
model. The HSFL evolve through multiple surface morphologies that each couple differently to 
SPPs, which changes the local point defect generation rates. Simultaneously, an increasing point 
defect population places higher strains on the lattice, which changes the defect mobility. An 
overview of the various surface morphologies arising from mass redistribution that lead to HSFL 
formation is shown in the SEM images in Figure 6.0.1. LIPSS arise from the distribution of 
islands that are uncorrelated with the laser polarization, 20 nm in diameter, 40 nm apart, and 
form within the first 350 exposures in Figure 6.0.1a. Islands coarsen [Abere, 2014] in Figure 
6.0.1b to an average diameter of 60 nm after 400 exposures and begin to align into LIPSS 
perpendicular to the laser polarization. The LIPSS evolve through a series of intermediate 165 
nm, 355 nm, and 180 nm periods shown in Figures 6.0.1c, 6.0.1e, and 6.0.1f, respectively. A 
complete model requires an understanding of both systems and the way in which they interact 
with each other as the irradiation dose increases. The focus of this chapter will be the way in 
which the interplay between surface plasmon polaritons and transient surface morphologies 
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driven by strain relaxation, via diffusing defects, localizes the point defect generation, which 
results in the evolution and eventual completion of HSFL formation. 
  
6.1 Initial coupling to surface plasmon polaritons 
 Coupling of surface roughness to SPPs naturally biases HSFL formation perpendicular to 
the laser polarization by locally enhancing the absorbed intensity. This section will explore how 
the ultrafast laser excited semiconductor couples SPPs to the island precursors previously 
discussed in Chapter 5. The island precursors nucleate in GaAs as hemispherical islands with a 
diameter of 20 nm and a height less than 0.75 nm as shown in the AFM image in Figure 6.1.1. 
We will begin by considering a single island and determine the way in which its response 
changes as the island coarsens.  
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Figure 6.1.1 (a) AFM of 20 nm diameter, 0.50-0.75 nm tall islands formed after 350 exposures at 0.065 J/cm2. 
Islands do not orient with respect to the laser polarization or crystal orientation. (b) Schematic representation of 
the initial morphological change during HSFL formation.
 We determined the relative strength of SPP coupling to the islands with a finite element 
frequency domain calculation [COMSOL]. To model the laser excited GaAs dielectric function 
for this calculation, we recall Equation 4.1.1 provided for reference below [Sokolowskit-Tinten, 
2000]: 
Ɛ = 1 + [Ɛg(ћω + ΔEgap) -1] * Ng - ωp2/(ω(ω+i𝝘)  
(Equation 4.1.1) 
             
where Ɛg is the ground state dielectric function [Palik, 1985], ΔEgap is a term for band-gap 
renormalization, Ng is the fraction of valence electrons in the ground state, ωp is the plasma 
frequency, and 𝝘 is the electron collision frequency. Unlike LIPSS formed above the melt 
threshold [Huang, 2009], it is not sufficient to only consider the Drude term in Equation 4.1.1 for 
HSFL. Since ultrafast-melt occurs when ~10% of the valence electrons are excited [Stampfli, 
1990; Graves, 1998], we can estimate that band-gap collapse occurs when the excited state 
population density exceeds the order to 1022 cm-3  in GaAs. For these excited carrier densities, 
the band renormalization term, which physically represents the sum of exchange-correlation 
effects and the screened ionic potential, is approximately equal to the GaAs band-gap [Kim, 
1994]. 𝝘 is typically on the order of 1 fs for laser excited semiconductors [Sokolowski-Tinten, 
2000]. For irradiation at 1.58 eV, the excited GaAs dielectric function was calculated to be -5.74 
+ 0.22i.  The SPP wavelength was calculated using Equation 4.1.2 provided for reference below 
[Barnes, 2003]: 
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  λSPP = λLaser [(ƐRe + ƐAir)/(ƐRe · ƐAir)]1/2                                      
(Equation 4.1.2) 
where ƐRe is the real part of the dielectric function for the excited GaAs and ƐAir is assumed to be 
one. This resulted in an SPP wavelength of 706 nm.  
 Figure 6.1.2 shows how the strength of SPP coupling is dependent on both structure            
height and diameter by measuring the propagating scattered field at the air/GaAs interface for 20 
and 60 nm diameter islands at various heights. For islands with heights up to 0.50 nm of either 
diameter, SPP coupling to a single island is not strong enough to cause a propagating wave in the 
finite element calculation. A propagating polariton is first observed when the dot height of either 
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Figure 6.1.2 Frequency domain finite element calculation of the scattered field measured at the air/GaAs interface 
from an (a) 20 nm and (b) 60 nm diameter hemispherical island. SPP coupling is dependent on height and the 
relative field strength is dependent on both island height and diameter. 
diameter exceeds 0.75 nm. The coupling for islands of these heights is not strong enough to 
induce alignment on the semiconductor surface, which leads to the initially uncorrelated island 
distribution with respect to laser polarization. The relative intensity of SPP coupling increases 
both with island height and island diameter, which corresponds to a case where the ongoing 
coarsening strengthens the SPP coupling to individual islands.          
 In summary, point defect generation in the bulk semiconductor leads to self-interstitials            
diffusing to the free surface to form an initial distribution of 20 nm diameter islands. The initial 
distribution is uncorrelated with the polarization direction because the islands are not tall enough 
for the SPP to break their symmetry. As the islands coarsen, the taller islands couple more 
strongly to SPPs, which breaks the symmetry of surface morphology with additional exposures. 
The way in which the islands align and their period will be the focus of the next section of this 
chapter. 
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6.2 Interplay between strain relaxation, via diffusion, and surface plasmon polaritons 
 The islands not only align into rows perpendicular to the laser polarization, but also take 
on a 165 nm period in GaAs. This spacing is inherited into the first transient LIPSS observed en 
route to HSFL formation. In this section, we will determine the way in which strain relaxation, 
via defect diffusion, and SPPs interact in order to form the 165 nm, 355 nm, and 180 nm LIPSS 
populations in GaAs.  
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Figure 6.2.1 AFM of islands and pits formed after irradiation with 400 exposures at 
0.065 J/cm2. The islands appear to align into rows with long axis perpendicular to the 
laser polarization.
 Irradiation of the 20 nm diameter islands leads to pit formation between islands as seen in            
the AFM image in Figure 6.2.1. To find the average spacing between the islands observed after 
400 exposures at 0.065 ± 0.005 J/cm2 in GaAs, we calculated a pair correlation function on the 
image in Figure 6.2.1. Figure 6.2.2 shows particle detection of AFM images and corresponding 
pair correlation functions for islands formed after 400 exposures at 0.065 ± 0.005 J/cm2. Particle 
detection was performed using Scanning Probe Image ProcessorTM software. Correlation 
functions were calculated assuming periodic boundary conditions on the image. The correlation 
function from a 1 nm island detection threshold in Figure 6.2.2a. While Figure 6.2.1b shows that 
the AFM image is uncorrelated radially, there are preferential spacings in the direction of the 
laser polarization in Figure 6.2.2c. The broad peak is centered at 150 nm with a full width half 
max of 190 nm. Increasing the particle detection threshold to 2 nm in Supplemental Figure 6.2.2c 
and 6.2.2d raises correlation distance to 165 nm in the direction of the laser polarization. This 
spacing corresponds to the spacing of coarsened particles when their height reaches 2 nm. The 
second peak at 330 nm indicates that the surface is starting to become periodic. Alignment of the 
islands into rows perpendicular to the laser polarization with this 165 nm spacing is only 
observed in the presence of both islands and pits. It should be noted that the 2 nm islands have an 
average diameter of 60 nm so the peak at 40 nm spacing is a measurement of the frequency of 
island agglomeration.  
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 To investigate the origin of the 165 nm period observed in the pair correlation function, 
we characterized the SPP coupling to the aligned islands and pits with finite element frequency 
domain calculations. For any given spacing, the alternating islands and pits form a grating as 
shown schematically in Figure 6.2.3a where a* denotes the island diameter and b* denotes the 
pit width. The coupling of SPPs to a grating allows a photonic band-gap to form in the polariton 
[Barnes, 1996]. The curvature from this morphology changes the local absorption of subsequent 
laser pulses, concentrating the absorbed intensity into the sidewalls of the islands and pits as 
shown in Figure 6.2.3b. SPP coupling in the sidewalls of a grating at a frequency greater than the 
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Figure 6.2.2 Island detection of an AFM image with a threshold height of (a) 1 nm, the (b) corresponding radial 
pair correlation function, and (c) the corresponding pair correlation function in the direction of the laser 
polarization. The peak is centered at 150 nm with a full width half max of 190 nm. Island detection of an AFM 
image with a threshold height of (d) 2 nm and the (e) corresponding pair correlation function in the polarization 
direction. The peak is centered at 165 nm with a full width half max of 100 nm.
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Figure 6.2.3 (a) Schematic of grating formed by aligned islands and pits where a* is the island diameter and b* is 
the pit width. (b) Finite element frequency domain simulation of locally absorbed laser field from a 2 nm tall 
island. Absorption is most strongly enhanced in the grating sidewalls. (c) Schematic of grating coupled SP-
photonic band-gap dispersion curve. The grating formed by the aligned islands and pits couples to a confined 
mode off of the dispersion curve signified by the purple dot. (d) Local absorbed intensity in the grating sidewalls 
for island-to-island spacings with fixed island diameter, height, and trench depth. Absorption is at a minimum for 
gratings where a* = b*.
band-edge of the SP-photonic band-gap places the strongest absorbing mode is confined off of 
the SP-photonic band-gap dispersion curve shown in Figure 6.2.3c [Barnes, 2003]. The regions 
where the SPP enhances absorption experience a higher local defect generation rate, higher 
mobility, and preferential growth.  The competitive nature of coarsening causes only the pits/
islands under the most favorable growth conditions to remain.  
 We calculated the strength of coupling to the confined mode in the grating sidewall with            
respect to the ratio between a* and b* in Figure 6.2.3d by holding island size and pit height 
constant while varying the pit width in the grating. Coupling to the sidewalls reaches an absolute 
minimum when a* = b*. The grating geometry with respect to a* and b* for minimum coupling 
to the confined sidewall mode is also an absorption maximum when the SPP couples strongly to 
the mode on the SP-photonic band-gap dispersion curve [Kravets, 2008]. This suggests that 
coupling for the two modes is a competitive process where the more strongly coupled mode 
dictates the location of charge separation within each structure. The absorption minimum for the 
confined mode decreases for larger islands even though the overall SPP coupling is stronger. We 
would therefore predict that increasing the size of the surface structures would enhance coupling 
to the mode on the SP-photonic band-gap dispersion curve leading it to become dominant.  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Figure 6.2.4 Relative intensity in the grating sidewall vs inter-island spacing for islands with height and diameter 
scaled to experimental values. The nucleation of pits causes the local intensity to sharply drop and pins the inter-
island spacing. 
 We propose that the GaAs surface self-organizes to the 165 nm period for our room            
temperature experiments when continued growth to larger island-to-island spacings would cause 
a decrease in the defect generation rate. For this calculation, we assumed that island height, 
diameter, and spacing scale linearly between the initial 20 nm and aligned 60 nm islands and 
maintained the same growth rate for larger islands. Since the surface begins covered exclusively 
with islands, we chose to only nucleate pits when the system reached a the 165 nm spacing 
where they are observed experimentally. A pit height at nucleation of 0.67 nm was used to mirror 
the islands. The relationship between the growing structures at a given spacing and the local 
absorbed intensity in the grating sidewall is plotted in Figure 6.2.4. Before pits are allowed to 
nucleate, the relative absorbed intensity increases as the islands become larger and further apart 
as height, width, and increasing asymmetry between a* and b* all enhance absorption. However, 
as soon as pits are allowed to nucleate, the system experiences a sudden drop in local absorption, 
pinning the system to the existing island-to-island spacing. Allowing the system to continue 
coarsening under the same conditions after pits nucleate leads to further losses in absorption 
within the grating sidewalls. The self-organized 165 nm period represents the spacing at which 
local absorption in the grating sidewall is enhanced enough such that vacancy generation rate and 
mobility becomes high enough to nucleate a trench. With this in mind, we can now interpret the 
blueshift in the pair correlation function for islands less than 2 nm tall as coming from structures 
somewhere along the regime of positive feedback between SPP coupling and coarsening before 
their spacing is pinned by pit nucleation.  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Figure 6.2.5 Atomic force microscopy image of 165 nm grating after (a) 500 exposures, and locally nucleating 355 
nm LIPSS after (b) 600 exposures. Fluence in all images is 0.065 ± 0.002 J/cm2. (c) Schematic representation of 
the SPP dispersion behavior that leads to the nucleation of the 355 nm LIPSS. Increasing trench depth allows 
grating coupling of the SPP and the formation of an SP-photonic band-gap. The grating coupled SPP approaches 
the band-edge from the upper branch (d) Simulation of the 165 nm grating. Charge is confined to the grating 
sidewalls until the LIPSS amplitude reaches 50 nm in (e). Charge separation to the top and bottom of the trenches 
indicates that the system is on the upper branch of the SP- photonic band-gap. 
 The 165 nm LIPSS in Figures. 6.2.5a and 6.2.5b increase in height until a 355 nm            
population nucleates. The 355 nm period is consistent with a LIPSS period set by the grating 
coupled SPP wavelength for ultrafast laser excited GaAs [Barnes, 1996; Barnes, 2003]. We 
suggest that coupling at the band edge (λ = λSPP/2 = 352 nm), where the SP density of states is 
the highest, leads to the nucleation of the 355 nm LIPSS. The AFM in Fig. 3B and c shows 
increasing grating amplitude of the 165 nm LIPSS and eventual transition to a 355 nm period as 
newly generated interstitials and vacancies diffuse to the structure tops and trench bottoms 
respectively. The near-field electromagnetic interaction between a laser pulse and the 165 nm 
LIPSS were modeled with frequency domain finite element simulation. Figure 6.2.5d shows that 
the surface charge is confined to the side walls of grating trenches less than 50 nm tall. This 
represents a case where the SPP remains confined off of the SP-photonic band-gap dispersion 
curve [Barnes, 2003] shown in Figure 6.2.5c. Increasing LIPSS amplitude above 50 nm in Figure 
6.2.5e causes the surface charge to separate between the trench top and bottom. This indicates 
that the SPP can now couple strongly to the upper branch of the SP-photonic band-gap dispersion 
curve [Barnes, 2003]. The transition from coupling to the upper branch to the band edge, as 
illustrated schematically in Figure 6.2.5c, demonstrates that the resonant SPP mode dominates 
over the high energy non-resonant mode with increasing LIPSS amplitude during HSFL 
formation.  
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Figure 6.2.6 (a) SEM of 355 nm LIPSS formed after 700 exposures at 0.065 J/cm2 that bifurcate into (b) 180 nm 
HSFL after 1,000 exposures. (c) Schematic of strain driven diffusion leading to LIPSS bifurcation.
 Continued Vacancy/interstitial pair generation and dissociation within the 355 nm LIPSS            
leads to strain accumulation in the near surface region [Medhekar, 2009]. Relaxation of this 
strain provides a potential driving force [Hill, 1975; Young, 1975; Srolovitz, 1989] for the 
bifurcation from the 355 nm LIPSS in Figure 6.2.6a into the 180 nm HSFL in Figure 6.2.6b. This 
process is shown schematically in Figure 6.2.6c. The reason that LSFL do not bifurcate, in spite 
of being capable of forming at the SP-photonic band-edge wavelength5, is that melting 
annihilates defects before they can accumulate. The deterministic nature of the ultrafast-melt 
threshold causes the sharp transition between the two LIPSS populations. 
 In summary, we have determined that HSFL formation occurs due to ultrafast laser            
induced point defect accumulation and diffusion. Irradiation within the fluence range between 
the band-gap collapse and ultrafast-melt thresholds allows for the ultrafast generation of 
vacancy/interstitial pairs. The HSFL evolve after hundreds of exposures due to the interplay 
between surface plasmon polaritons and transient surface morphologies driven by strain 
relaxation, via diffusing defects. The nucleation and growth of HSFL is initially dominated by 
diffusive processes, then SPPs, and finally back to diffusion during bifurcation.   
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Chapter 7 
Effect of Wavelength on Ultrafast Laser Induced Morphology 
 The wavelength dependence of ultrafast laser interactions is determined by the dominant 
physical mechanisms active for each specific irradiation condition. In addition to linear 
photoabsorption, the extreme electric field intensities present during ultrafast laser irradiation can 
allow for contributions to photo-ionization from tunneling ionization, multi-photon ionization, 
and avalanche ionization [Schaffer, 2001]. These nonlinear mechanisms are so strong that even 
materials with band-gaps five times the photon energy can still strongly absorb ultrashort pulses 
[Gattass, 2008]. In this chapter, we will use our understanding of these various mechanisms to 
interpret complex laser damage morphologies as well as explain the nonlinear scaling of different 
material thresholds with respect to wavelength. We will also investigate the wavelength 
dependence on our point defect generation mechanism and the SPP response during HSFL 
formation.  
7.1 The effect of wavelength above the melt threshold 
 We examined the wavelength dependence of ultrafast laser damage above the melt 
threshold. The difference in the material response for semiconductors between wavelengths was 
determined to be fluence dependent.  
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 The ablation threshold in GaAs was found to be wavelength independent in Figure 7.1.1. 
However, both melt threshold and crater depth are dependent on laser wavelength. The difference 
in crater diameter in Figure 7.1.2 is proportional to the difference in focussed spot size for the 
two experiments. For this reason, the damage spot diameter is normalized to the 1/e2 radius in 
Figure 7.1.1 so that the reader can directly compare crater radius vs fluence at the two different 
wavelengths.   
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Figure 7.1.1 Calculated damage thresholds for ablation and amorphization of GaAs at λ = 780 
and λ = 390 nm. (a) Ablation threshold is independent of wavelength (0.18 ± 0.02 J/cm2). (b) The 
melt threshold is dependent on absorption at a given wavelength. The melt threshold decreases 
for λ = 390 nm from 0.08 ± 0.02 to 0.04 ± 0.02 J/cm2. 
 The melt threshold in semiconductors is entirely dependent on the concentration of non 
equilibrium carriers excited by the laser. Excitation at both 780 and 390 nm is above the band-
gap so linear absorption is the strongest contributor to melting. GaAs has a linear absorption 
coefficient of 1.48x104 cm-1 for λ = 780 nm light and 7.42x105 cm-1 for λ = 390 nm light [Brozel,
1996]. This leads to the decrease in melt threshold to 0.04 ± 0.01 J/cm2 for λ = 390 nm. 
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Figure 7.1.2 (a) AFM image of 40 ± 5 nm deep crater in GaAs produced from single exposure irradiation at λ = 
780 nm and peak fluence of 0.19 ± 0.01 J/cm2. Lip height at the crater edge is  exaggerated due to a tip artifact. 
(b) AFM image of 25 ± 5 nm deep crater produced from single exposure irradiation at λ = 390 nm and peak 
fluence of 0.19 ± 0.01 J/cm2. Both crater and focussed spot size are 1.5 times larger for this crater. Crater depth 
between wavelengths is dependent on absorption depth. Additional structure on the crater edge is due to the same 
fluence absorbed within a smaller volume producing more heating during irradiation at λ = 390 nm. 
 Crater depth after laser irradiation is determined by the depth at which the absorbed 
fluence is above the ablation threshold [Liu, 1997]. Absorption depth is the reciprocal of 
absorption coefficient. This leads to the more shallow crater at the same peak fluence in Figure 
7.1.3 for λ = 390 nm light.  Also, the same fluence is absorbed over a smaller volume and at 
higher energy levels in the band structure. This causes the GaAs to stay hotter longer and likely 
contributes to the additional structure on the crater edge.  
 Understanding that morphology can be tuned by varying both wavelength and fluence, 
we examined the damage morphologies from irradiation of GaAs (100) wafers with 320 ± 20 nm 
thick epitaxial films of ZnSe grown in molecular beam epitaxy were irradiated at λ = 780 nm and 
λ = 390 nm. The system was chosen because of its applications to photovoltaics [Bliske, 2011; 
Yater, 1996; Chu, 1995; Wang, 2011] and for the relationship of the each layer’s bandgap to the 
laser wavelength. While the GaAs bandgap of 1.42 eV is linearly absorbing for both 
wavelengths, the ZnSe bandgap of 2.7 eV is large enough so that it is linearly transparent to the 
fundamental but small enough for two-photon absorption. The ZnSe is then linearly absorbing 
for the frequency doubled light. To verify whether the ZnSe absorbs the light through two-photon 
absorption or tunneling ionization, we calculated the Keldysh parameter [Keldysh, 1965; 
Schaffer, 2001] for the semiconductor using equation 7.1.1: 
𝛾 = ω/e · (mcnƐ0Eg/I)1/2 
(Equation 7.1.1) 
where 𝛾 is the Keldysh parameter, ω is the laser frequency, e is the charge of the electron, m is 
the reduced mass of the electron of 0.17me [Marple, 1964], n is the refractive index of 2.5 
[Adachi, 1991], Eg is the band gap, and I is the laser intensity. For bulk ZnSe ablation at 0.7 J/
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cm2 [Wang, 2005], this gives a Keldysh parameter of 0.15, which is consistent with tunneling 
ionization dominating.   
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Figure 7.1.3 (a) AFM image of 100 nm deep crater produced from single shot irradiation at λ = 780 nm and 
peak fluence of 1.0 ± 0.02 J/cm2. (b) AFM image of 450 nm deep crater produced from fracture of blister 
and removal of ZnSe film produced from single shot irradiation at λ = 780 nm and peak fluence of 0.40 ± 
0.01 J/cm2. The geometric crater edges are caused by fracture along crystal planes and indicate that the film 
was solid at the time of fracture.  The deeper crater at lower fluence occurs because the ZnSe layer becomes 
strongly absorbing at higher intensity and ablation occurs within the film. c) AFM image of blister produced 
from single exposure irradiation of a ZnSe film at λ = 780 nm and peak fluence of 0.28 ± 0.02 J/cm2. Laser 
energy is absorbed in and heats the substrate. The film buckling is caused by a release of compressive stress 
within the film. 
 The ZnSe film on GaAs damage morphology after a single exposure at λ = 780 nm is 
fluence dependent. Craters are formed in the ZnSe at 1.0 ± 0.04 J/cm2 and are 100 nm deep in 
Figure 7.1.3a. An SEM image of a crater from the same fluence as Figure 7.2.3a is shown in 
Figure 7.1.4a. The central region of the crater surface has uniform SEM contrast in, which is 
characteristic of femtosecond laser ablation in bulk ZnSe [Wang, 2005]. The ZnSe surface 
roughness contrast (see arrow in Fig. 3a) occurs at 0.55 ± 0.04 J/cm2 and correlates to the 
morphology depicted in Figure 7.1.4b at peak fluence 0.50 ± 0.04 J/cm2. Cracks within the film 
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Figure 7.1.4 (a) SEM image of a ZnSe film with a single shot λ = 780 nm laser irradiation with peak 
fluence of 1.0 ± 0.02 J/cm2 produces a uniform contrast surface, which is indicative of ultrafast laser 
ablation. At local fluence 0.55 J/cm2, the same roughness as Fig. 3(b) is observed (see arrow). (b) 
Single exposure irradiation at 0.50 ± 0.01 J/cm2. The roughness and cracking in directions that do not 
follow cleavage planes is indicative of melting and resolidification. An arrow shows cracking along 
crystallographic directions at 0.30 J/cm2 occurs due to damage in underlying GaAs (c) EDS of the 
image in (b) showing that the ZnSe is not removed at this fluence
[110]
are observed at the center of the spot in Figure 7.1.4b do not follow crystallographic directions. 
The AFM of this rough region in Figure 7.1.3a is consistent with the EDS in Figure 7.1.4c 
showing that the ZnSe film is not removed. Cracking along the film’s crystallographic directions 
is observed at the arrow in Figure 7.1.4b, which correspond to a range of local fluences between 
0.40 and 0.30 ± 0.04.  
 Craters deeper than the nominal thickness of the film form after irradiation at peak 
fluences within the range of 0.30 and 0.40 ± 0.04 J/cm2. An AFM and SEM of craters within this 
regime are shown in Figures 7.2.3b and 7.2.5a respectively. Craters have geometric edges 
aligned to crystallographic directions in the film. Approximately 100 nm wide structures with 
high length to width ratio form in the exposed GaAs in Figure 7.1.6a that were not visible after 
irradiation with the same fluence on bare GaAs. Reducing peak fluence to 0.26 ± 0.04 J/cm2 
produces blisters on the film surface. Blisters remain intact over a fluence range smaller than the 
shot to shot variation of our laser. A comparison of the formation mechanism for the two crater 
species will be discussed below. 
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Figure 7.1.5 (a) SEM of crater at a fluence of 0.30 ± 0.01 J/cm2. The geometric edges along cleavage 
planes indicate fracture occurred with a solid ZnSe film. (b) SEM of Blister formed in the ZnSe at a peak 
fluence of 0.26 ± 0.04 J/cm2.
[110]
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Figure 7.1.6 (a) AFM image of a washer-like morphology on a ZnSe film produced by single exposure 
irradiation at λ = 390 nm with peak fluence 0.80 ± 0.04 J/cm2. The central bowl shaped pedestal is caused by 
absorption and ablation in the  ZnSe. The 350 nm deep ring is caused by absorption and ablation in the 
GaAs. The pulse’s Gaussian spatial intensity is overlaid on the height profile to demonstrate that each 
morphology is dependent on local fluence. (b) SEM image of damage produced by single exposure at 0.57 ± 
0.04 J/cm2 and λ = 390 nm. The central ZnSe pedestal has a rectangular cross section. The material fractured 
on cleavage planes because it was solid and crystalline at the time of fracture. When the peak fluence 
approaches threshold, rectangular pedestals are observed because the smaller radius of constant local fluence 
at threshold causes a reduced variance along a single cleavage plane. (c) AFM image of crater formed when 
peak fluence (0.45 ± 0.04 J/cm2) is at the local fluence where ring formation occurs.
[110]
 Changing the irradiation wavelength produced unique morphologies in the ZnSe/GaAs 
system. A bowl shaped pedestal surrounded by a 350 nm deep ring shown in 7.1.6a is produced 
after irradiation with a single λ = 390 nm pulse at 0.80 ± 0.04 J/cm2. The pulse’s Gaussian 
intensity distribution is superimposed on the AFM trace in Figure 7.1.6a to help visualize the 
local fluence dependent morphology. The center of the pedestal is 150 nm below the original 
surface and has geometric edges. The AFM height profile in Figure 7.1.6a is not symmetric at the 
pedestal edge because the film has delaminated on one side of the trace and is curling upward. In 
the ring shaped damage region, material removal is greater than the nominal thickness of the film 
and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy shows that the ZnSe film has been removed. The ring 
occurs between local fluences of 0.56 ± 0.04 and 0.40 ± 0.04 J/cm2.  
 Irradiation at a peak fluence just above the pedestal edge local fluence (0.57 ± 0.04 J/
cm2) produces a rectangular pedestal with an elliptical beam shown in Figure 7.1.6b. The 
pedestal edges are aligned with the crystallographic directions in the film. When the peak fluence 
approaches threshold, the smaller radius of constant local fluence at threshold causes a reduced 
variance along a single cleavage plane, which allows for the formation of  rectangular pedestals 
with an elliptical beam. Irradiation at a peak fluence equivalent to the ring’s local fluence 
produces a 350 nm deep crater shown in Figure 7.1.6c. The crater edge occurs at a local fluence 
of 0.40 ± 0.04 J/cm2.  
 The observed ZnSe/GaAs morphologies do not behave like their bulk damage 
counterparts at the same fluence. However, we can use our understanding of semiconductor 
melting and ablation to interpret the different damage morphologies as well as which layer 
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absorbed the laser energy. The blisters formed in the ZnSe from 780 nm irradiation at 0.26 J/cm2 
in Figures 7.1.3c and 7.1.5b require that the top layer remains transparent to the beam so that the 
underlying material can melt [McDonald, 2006]. Blisters can thus only form after irradiation 
with light at energies below the ZnSe band-gap and do not form after irradiation at λ=390 nm.  
 Moreover, the direction of the cracks in the ZnSe depend on the its state during fracture. 
The cracks observed after irradiation at 0.50 J/cm2 in Figure 7.1.4b do not follow the ZnSe 
cleavage planes, which indicates that the ZnSe became molten. Conversely, the cracks follow 
cleavage planes for the fractured film in Figure 7.1.5a, which indicates that the ZnSe was still 
solid at the time of fracture. Therefore, a second condition on blister formation is that the 
transparent layer cannot be excited above its melt threshold or the compressive stress [Serano, 
2002; McDonald, 2006] will be released during the phase transition instead of through buckling.   
 The relationship between GaAs crater depth and wavelength is reversed in ZnSe. The 
ZnSe ablation craters are 150 nm deep for 0.80 J/cm2 and λ = 390 nm (Figure 7.1.6) and 100 nm 
deep at 1.0 J/cm2 and λ = 780 nm (Figure 7.1.3). The more shallow crater for the longer 
wavelength is consistent with the two-photon absorption depth being smaller than the single 
photon absorption depth in ZnSe. This is analogous to absorption in Si, another zinc-blende 
semiconductor [Reitze, 1990]. 
 We would expect that the single photon absorption in ZnSe would be strong enough such 
that no energy is absorbed in the GaAs underneath for a film with thickness three times the 
absorption depth [Adachi, 1991]. The central region of the pedestal in Figure 7.1.6a forms due to 
ablation within the ZnSe film. However, irradiation at a local fluence of 0.45 J/cm2, above the 
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ZnSe melt threshold [Abere, 2014], in Figure 7.1.7 causes not only removal of the entire ZnSe 
film, but also ablation in the GaAs. Ablation in the GaAs is consistent with the laser pulse with a 
photon flux of 8.8 x 1017 cm-2 at 0.45 J/cm2 saturating the ZnSe density of states of 3.3 x 1016 
states/eV-cm2 for a 300 nm thick film [Wang, 1981]. It follows that the semiconductor band 
structure remains intact throughout the duration of the pulse even for fluences above the melt 
threshold. It is likewise a valid assumption that changing the laser wavelength can allow us to 
couple to different states at the same excited carrier concentration, which may allow for control 
over ultrafast point defect generation. The way in which the laser wavelength changes point 
defect generation and the resulting morphologies will be discussed in the next section of this 
chapter.  
 The saturation of the density of states also leads to the equivalence in the 
semiconductor’s ablation threshold between 780 nm and 390 nm light. For the 390 nm 
irradiation, the number of electrons excited by linear absorption is more than an order of 
magnitude too small to cause ablation in the material due to Pauli exclusion. The Kelydsh 
parameter for the 390 nm light of 0.30 is still within the range where it is valid to assume that 
tunneling ionization is the only active nonlinear absorption mechanism [Lin, 2004]. Tunneling 
ionization is wavelength independent [Ammosov, 1986; Yan-Zhou, 2012] and therefore the 
ablation threshold appears wavelength independent for semiconductors as long as the density of 
states remains low and the Kelydsh parameter remains in the purely tunneling ionization regime 
below 0.5 [Lin, 2004].  
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 In summary, experiments investigating the material response to ultrafast laser irradiation 
demonstrate that multiple damage morphologies from a single exposure can be interpreted based 
on local fluence. Within the ZnSe/GaAs material system, damage morphology is determined by 
which layer is the primary absorbing layer. ZnSe becoming a strong absorber above the ablation 
threshold causes more shallow craters to form with higher fluence. We also demonstrate the 
ability to determine a single crystal’s phase at the time of material removal based on crack 
propagation within the film. Crater depth allows us to qualitatively determine that the two-
photon absorption depth of ZnSe is less than its single photon absorption with a simple 
experimental setup. Finally, the semiconductor retains its band structure during absorption for a 
range of fluences above the melt threshold, while ablation at both wavelengths is dominated by 
tunneling ionization even when the semiconductor can linearly absorb the light.  
7.2 Control of HSFL formation with laser wavelength 
 The HSFL wavelength is typically proportional to the laser wavelength but does not scale 
in a 1:1 fashion [Boroweic, 2003; Bonse, 2012]. In this chapter, we will use our knowledge of 
the HSFL formation mechanism to explain this nonlinearity in period vs wavelength. We will 
also show that it is possible to choose a wavelength at which HSFL formation can be turned off 
by controlling the SPP response.  
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 To recall from Chapter 4, irradiation with a 780 nm beam produced HSFL with a period 
of 180 nm. An image of these LIPSS and a distribution of their spacing are provided in Figure 
7.2.1a. HSFL were also formed using a femtosecond laser with a central wavelength of 1064 nm 
with a pulse duration of 600 fs and are shown in Figure 7.2.1c. HSFL formed when either a 100 
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Figure 7.2.1 (a) HSFL with period 180 nm formed at 0.065 J/cm2 and 1,500 exposures from irradiation with 
780 nm light. (b) HSFL with period 260 nm formed at 0.085 J/cm2 and 1,000,000 exposures from irradiation 
with 1064 nm light. The HSFL wavelength is equal to half the grating coupled SPP wavelength for a each 
laser wavelength. 
E
kHz or 1 mHz repetition rate were used. Based on the processing window for HSFL formation, 
the melt and band-gap collapse thresholds for this laser both increased to 0.12 ± 0.01 J/cm2 and 
0.080 ± 0.005 J/cm2 respectively. The resulting HSFL in Figure 7.2.1b formed after 1,000,000 
exposures at 0.085 ± 0.005 J/cm2 have a period of 260 ± 60 nm. The higher thresholds and 
greater number of exposures required for formation are both consistent with weaker absorption 
below the GaAs band-gap and lower intensity from the longer pulse.  
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Figure 7.2.2 HSFL do not form when the 780 nm beam is frequency doubled to λ=390 nm for fluences between 
band-gap collapse and the melt threshold. Instead, only the nanodots covered in Chapter 5 are observed and 
additional exposures increases their diameter without causing organization perpendicular to the laser field due to 
the fact that the GaAs does not become metallic at this wavelength so there is no SPP.
 No HSFL are observed when the 780 nm (150 fs pulse, 1 kHz) beam was frequency 
doubled to λ=390 nm. Figure 7.2.2a shows that the precursor nanodots still form below the melt 
threshold after 600 exposures at 0.035 J/cm2. However, even after 10,000 exposures neither the 
initial transient LIPSS, the grating coupled SPP period LIPSS nor the HSFL form. Instead, the 
nanodots continue to increase in diameter without organizing.  
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Figure 7.2.3 (a) and (b) Nanodots formed after 10,000 exposures at 0.004 ± 0.002 J/cm2 in GaAs after irradiation 
at λ=390 nm. (c) and (d) Continued irradiation to 50,000 exposures at the same fluence causes the nanodots to 
organize into LIPSS with period equal to the 390 nm laser wavelength that are parallel to the laser polarization. 
Such LIPSS are only observed in the absence of SPP coupling. 
 The formation of nanodots from the 390 nm light persists down to 0.003 ± 0.002 J/cm2. 
Nanodots formed after 10,000 exposures at 0.004 ± 0.002 J/cm2 are shown in Figures 7.2.3a and 
7.2.3b. While the ratio between the melt and band-gap collapse thresholds in semiconductors is 
2:1 for 780 nm light for GaAs - a trend that also holds true for Si [Huang, 1997] - doubling the 
light’s frequency has separated the two by an order of magnitude. The difference is even greater 
in ZnSe where the thresholds are separated by more than two orders of magnitude [Abere, 2014].  
 The LIPSS that form after irradiation with the frequency doubled light are not HSFL, but 
rather have a wavelength equal to that of the laser. In addition, they orient parallel to the laser 
polarization. An example of these parallel LIPSS formed after 50,000 exposures at 0.004 ± 0.002 
J/cm2 are shown in Figures 7.2.3b and 7.2.3c. The LIPSS have instabilities along their long axis 
similar to those observed in the initial transient LIPSS formed from the island organization after 
irradiation with the 780 nm light.  
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Figure 7.2.4 Calculated complex dielectric function for laser excited GaAs above the band-gap collapse threshold 
with an excited electron concentration of 1022 cm-3. 
 The nonlinear shift in period and ability to turn off the HSFL formation mechanism can 
both be attributed to the SPP semiconductor’s SPP response at the different wavelengths. As we 
established in the previous section of this chapter, the semiconductor’s band-structure remains 
intact during the first 150 fs and therefore the SPP response will be influenced by the dielectric 
function at the irradiation wavelength. To determine this response, we calculated Equation 4.1.1 
[Sokolowski-Tinten, 2000] for energies between 0 and 6 eV in Figure 7.2.4 using the C++ code 
provided in Appendix 1 under the assumption that band-gap collapse occurs when the excited 
state population density exceeds on the order of 1022 cm-3. Equation 4.1.1 is shown again below 
for reference: 
Ɛ = 1 + [Ɛg(ћω + ΔEgap) -1] * Ng - ωp2/(ω(ω+i𝝘)  
(Equation 4.1.1) 
where Ɛg is the ground state dielectric function [Palik, 1985], ΔEgap is a term for band-gap 
renormalization, Ng is the fraction of valence electrons in the ground state, ωp is the plasma 
frequency, and 𝝘 is the electron collision frequency. The real part of the excited GaAs dielectric 
function was calculated at -16.6 F/m for the 1064 nm (1.17 eV) light, which leads to an SPP 
wavelength of 1030 nm or 96.8% of λlaser. This leads to a grating coupled wavelength of 515 nm 
and a predicted bifurcation wavelength of 258 nm. Our predicted period is consistent with the 
measured central wavelength in Figure 7.2.1b.  
 The real part of the excited GaAs dielectric function remains positive for irradiation with            
390 nm (3.18 eV) light even at fluences that initiate band-gap collapse. Under these conditions, 
SPP coupling cannot occur so the initial islands cannot organize perpendicular to the laser 
polarization and HSFL never form. Without an SPP, Fresnel diffraction becomes the strongest 
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contributor to periodic variations in the laser energy coupled into the semiconductor surface 
[Murphy, 2013]. In the near field, the diffraction is strongest in the direction where the lines of 
island edges can act similar to an antenna [Born, 1959], which forms the LIPSS with long axis 
parallel to the laser polarization observed in Figure 7.2.3d.  
 Frequency doubling the 780 nm (1.59 eV) beam not only reduces the threshold for band-           
gap collapse due to stronger linear absorption, but also greatly reduces the fraction of the melt 
threshold and consequently the percentage of excited valance electrons required for point defect 
generation. To investigate the possibility that absorption of the 390 nm (3.18 eV) photons excites 
electrons that more strongly contribute to the interatomic binding potential, a quasi-nonadiobatic 
quantum molecular dynamics calculation, similar to the one described in Abere, 2015, shows that 
frequency doubling the beam enhances the probability of point defect formation above the band-
gap collapse threshold [Torralva, private conversations].   
 In summary, changing the irradiation wavelength can controllably change the HSFL            
wavelength depending on the SPP response. Selecting a wavelength for which there is no SPP 
response will prevent the initial islands from evolving into HSFL and instead lead to parallel 
LIPSS at the laser wavelength. More strongly absorbing wavelengths also increase the efficiency 
of bond softening and enhance the ultrafast point defect generation mechanism.  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Chapter 8 
Summary and Future Work 
Determine the mechanism responsible for ultrafast point defect generation and the defects’ 
diffusional properties long after irradiation by: 
 1. determining the origin of laser induced nanodots  
 2. determining the diffusional component of high spatial frequency laser induced  
  periodic surface structure formation 
 It was found that the nanostructures formed within a range of fluences that corresponded 
to the region between band-gap collapse and ultrafast-melting. These fluences represent the 
range in which softened bonds from electron excitation allows for an ultrafast formation of point 
defects. Strain relaxation via diffusing self-interstitial atoms redistribute mass above the initial 
surface and are the origin for both nanodots or HSFL. In addition, we suggest that the softened 
binding potential during band-gap collapse enhances mobility, which leads to both preferential 
defect generation rate and mass transport where the intense laser pulse is absorbed.   
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This thesis sought to establish the role of surface plasmon polaritons on nanostructures 
formed by the diffusion of laser induced point defects by: 
 1. developing a complete model for the formation of high spatial frequency laser induced  
  periodic surface structures. 
 2. gaining size and shape control over nanostructures formed via laser induced point  
defect diffusion
 Our results show that HSFL form when SPPs can couple to surface nanostructures to 
locally enhance the defect generation rate and mobility. The interplay between SPP coupling and 
continued strain relaxation of the newly generated point defects causes the surface to evolve 
through two transient populations with different wavelengths en route to HSFL formation. For 
GaAs under ambient conditions, the first transient LIPSS have a 165 nm period. This period 
arises due to the interaction between island coarsening, pit nucleation, and SPP coupling. 
Increasing the island size and spacing enhances the local absorbed intensity within the structure 
sidewalls, which locally increases both the defect generation rate and mobility. When the 
vacancies become mobile enough to nucleate pits, the islands become pinned at their existing 
separation distance as SPP coupling is only enhanced by increasing island height. The aligned 
pits and islands form the first 165 nm LIPSS. As the 165 nm LIPSS increase in height, the SPP 
couples to the upper branch of the SP-photonic band gap dispersion curve. Coupling on the SP-
photonic band gap dispersion curve then becomes favored at the band-edge, which leads to the 
nucleation of a 355 nm LIPSS population. Continued point defect generation within these 355 
nm LIPSS increases strain on the lattice, which is relieved through bifurcation. By controlling 
dose, we can stop the HSFL evolution at any of these intermediate populations, which allows for 
size control at a single wavelength.  
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Finally, this thesis sought to investigate the wavelength dependence of ultrafast laser 
materials interactions by: 
 1. investigating the effects of exciting specific inter-band transitions during ultrafast  
  point defect generation 
 2. gaining wavelength control over high spatial frequency laser induced periodic surface  
  structures 
 Changing the laser wavelength allows for the excitation of unique inter-band transitions. 
For GaAs, frequency doubling a 780 nm beam excites valance electrons more closely associated 
with bonding, which allows for band-gap collapse at a lower concentrations of non-equilibrium 
carriers. Highly absorbing wavelengths also allow for band-gap collapse without generating a 
dense enough electron-hole plasma to make the semiconductor metallic. Under these conditions 
the SPPs cannot couple and islands continued to grow uncorrelated to the electric field, forming 
stoichiometric semiconductor nanodots on the surface. Finally, increasing the laser wavelength 
causes a similar redshift in the HSFL period that scales proportionally with the SPP wavelength.  
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8.1 Dynamics of defect formation and digital diffusion 
 Thus far, this thesis has characterized HSFL formation using post-mortem techniques. 
Future work should focus on understanding the dynamics of defect diffusion during HSFL 
formation. Figure 8.1 shows that the transition between the 165 nm and 355 nm LIPSS is easily 
differentiated with our in-house optical microscope. It is possible to extend the currently 
available optical pump-probe imaging system [Schrider, 2015] beyond the nanosecond timescale 
by incorporating a diode triggering system for the probe beam, which would allow for 
characterization of the kinetics of this transition. However, this technique has its limits as it does 
not detect the island nucleation for early evolution processes and cannot differentiate between the 
355 nm and 180 nm HSFL. The existing in house optical microscope is still useful for 
determining the stage of HSFL evolution in-situ. This is important for characterizing the 
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Figure 8.1: (a) Optical and (b) corresponding SEM images of the same laser spot showing that the dark optical 
contrast corresponds to the nucleation of the 355 nm LIPSS population in GaAs.  
dynamics of the 355 nm LIPSS formation because we can then consistently evolve the system 
right up to the edge of its nucleation before measuring a specific delay time. 
 To characterize the dynamics of HSFL formation, this thesis suggests building a pump-
probe Raman microscope. This thesis showed in Chapter 4 that the nucleation of the 355 nm 
LIPSS is accompanied by the appearance of the transverse optical phonon mode and that the 
relative intensity increases by a factor of two during bifurcation.  The nucleation of both the 355 
and 180 nm HSFL can be observed by using a diode triggered laser as a Raman probe. Figure 
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Figure 4.3.5 Raman spectroscopy from LIPSS in HSFL. The corrugation creates (111) 
surface making the transverse optical mode appear. A redshift and broadening of the 
longitudinal optical mode with increasing exposures occurs due to the formation of the 
wurtzite-like phase shown in Figure 4.3.4
4.3.5 is reprinted below for reference to show the dependence of the transverse and longitudinal 
optical modes in the Raman spectrum on HSFL evolution. Furthermore, monitoring the peak 
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Figure 8.2:  SEM images of island distributions formed by repeated irradiation with 390 nm femtosecond pulses 
below the melt threshold but above the band-gap collapse threshold.  There is no evidence of SPP formation in 
either case.
position of the longitudinal optical phonon mode allows for the study of the dynamics of the 
phase transformation into the wurtzite-like phase observed in STEM.  
  
  
8.2 Interaction with a laser excited material during band-gap collapse 
 This thesis has primarily focussed on GaAs irradiation with a 780 nm laser wavelength 
because band-gap collapse is well characterized for these irradiation conditions. In order to better 
understand our results with the frequency doubled beam, this thesis suggests repeating the 
experiments by Glezer and Mazur [Glezer, 1995] with the frequency doubled beam as well as 
expanding the characterized time beyond 8 ps to determine the duration of bond softening. With 
this understanding, it is possible to explore how band-gap collapse, defect generation, and SPP 
coupling are affected when softened bonds interact with a second excitation. This can be 
achieved by temporally pulse shaping the beam in order to tailor the dielectric properties of the 
semiconductor that the laser interacts with when initiating the defect generation process.  
 Preliminary results show that temporally pulse shaping the beam to interact with a 
modified dielectric function produces unique surface morphologies. Figure 8.2 shows that 
temporally shaping the beam to have two peaks 4 ps apart changes the island distribution for 
irradiation with 390 nm light. These results also suggest that a combination of wavelengths can 
be used to form new unique nanostructures. For instance, defect generation could be initiated 
with a 390 nm beam while supplying the SPP with 780 nm light. This could lead to control over 
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the defect generation rate during HSFL formation as well as the ability to initiate formation from 
a radically different distribution of islands. Figure 8.3 shows that the same shaped pulse produces 
a unique parallel LIPSS population in Si with period more than twice the laser wavelength. 
These structures have never before been observed and show that we can radically change surface 
morphology by interacting with the softened bonding potential.  
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Figure 8.3: Parallel LIPSS formed in Si with period more than two times the laser wavelength after temporal 
pulse shaping of the beam
8.3 Characterization of Ultrafast Laser Generated Point Defects 
 This thesis connected the formation of HSFL to ultrafast laser generated point defects and 
developed a model for their formation. Though quantum molecular dynamics simulations predict 
that the laser generated point defects are vacancy/interstitial pairs [Abere, submitted] and 
preliminary studies were performed regarding lifetime within this thesis, much can still be done 
to characterize the defects.  
 To further study the ultrafast laser generated defects, this thesis suggests moving to a 
system in which interstitials are known to remain stable at room temperature long enough for ex-
situ characterization in TEM. Interstitials in Si precipitate on {311} planes and form monolayers 
of hexagonal Si [Eaglesham, 1994]. By imaging the strain from the {311} defects in weak beam 
dark field TEM, it is also possible to determine the defect density. The ability to directly observe 
interstitials and their concentration within the semiconductor opens up the possibility for 
dynamics studies of the defect diffusion at the atomic scale by integrating an ultrafast laser into a 
dynamic TEM. This would allow for the direct characterization of how strain at a given defect 
concentration is released to change the semiconductor surface morphology. 
 The first step toward defect characterization is to reproduce HSFL formation in Si. The 
HSFL do not form from irradiation at 1 kHz [Bonse, 2009; Costache, 2004; Bonse, 2012], but 
have been observed after irradiation with an 80 mHz laser [Le Harzic, 2011]. The higher 
repetition rate allows for the next pulse to soften the bonds faster than the interstitials generated 
on the previous pulse can annihilate with a vacancy. Preliminary experiments are underway to 
reproduce the results shown by Le Harzic et al. using a 50 mHz laser. Beyond forming HSFL in 
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Si, this thesis suggests performing repetition rate studies in order to determine the defect lifetime 
at a concentration capable of causing morphological changes in Si.  
8.4 Temperature and atmosphere control during high spatial frequency laser induced periodic 
surface structure formation 
 Both the defect generation rate and diffusion rates are a function of the semiconductor 
temperature. Changing temperature therefore offers another knob for controlling defect/diffusion 
formed nanostructures in semiconductors. However, heating or cooling the substrate can lead to 
changes in semiconductor surface chemistry. Heating leads to oxidation of the surface while 
cooling causes condensation of water or liquid oxygen depending on the temperature. Both of 
these factors have made preliminary studies difficult to interpret. Thus, this thesis suggests 
moving the temperature based experiments into an inert atmosphere.  
 This thesis suggests first using the existing vacuum chamber that can attach directly onto 
our translation stage that can reach pressures of 10-2 mtorr or flow a carrier gas such as nitrogen. 
This chamber can be modified to include a thermocouple and heating element in order to 
perform these experiments. However, the existing chamber is limited in size, weight, and 
vacuum pressure because it is designed to operate suspended from a four axis translation stage. It 
may therefore be necessary to perform more extensive heating, cooling, and atmosphere 
controlled experiments after refurbishing the ultra high vacuum (UHV)-Si molecular beam 
epitaxy chamber.  
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 Working in an inert atmosphere also allows for the exploration of the role of the native 
oxide on HSFL formation. This oxide has a thickness on the order of the island height at 
nucleation. It should be determined whether the native oxide is removed after each exposure and 
interstitials diffuse to the surface before it reforms or if the interstitials diffuse to the GaAs/oxide 
interface during formation. GaAs has a Ga2O3 native oxide, which can be etched away with any 
of HCl, H2SO4, or H3PO4. Chemical etching followed by gentle heating within our existing UHV 
system was previously used to keep the surface atomically clean for at least four hours during 
studies that showed that the material removal threshold in Si was 30% lower without the native 
oxide [McDonald, 2005]. 
 The work presented in this thesis focuses on HSFL formation in semiconductors. 
However, periodic structures with a similar length scale are also observed in metals such as Cu 
and Ti [Bonse, 2012]. Working with atomically clean surfaces allows for the determination of 
whether the HSFL formed in metals arise due to defect generation in a semiconducting oxide, at 
the metal/semiconductor interface, directly within the metal, or by a different mechanism. 
8.5 Production of a broad-band detector  
 Modifying semiconductor surface topography is a common method for enhancing light 
absorption within various optoelectronic applications such as sensors for  power monitoring or 
video detection. Making detectors that respond in low light environments have many 
applications ranging from military drones, to self-driving cars, to in-vivo medical imaging. Many 
surface patterning techniques do not retain the semiconductor’s original crystal structure, which 
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leads to efficiency losses within devices through scattering. Hence, there is need for surface 
processing methods that can largely retain a single crystal structure within the patterned region. 
 Patterning a surface with HSFL changes the surface topography while largely retaining 
the original crystal structure. A provisional patent was recently filed for this technique and future 
work will focus on building a prototype detector. Although the surfaces appear optically black, 
the HSFL patterned surface should be characterized across multiple wavelengths with absorption 
spectroscopy as well as conductivity measurements to determine device efficiency. There are 
several ways in which to optimize device efficiency. This thesis suggests eliminating the 
nanocrystalline regions at the structure tops and trench bottoms either through etching or 
annealing. Furthermore, HSFL may not be the ideal shape for maximizing absorption as they 
only increase surface area in one direction. The shape of ultrafast laser generated defect/diffusion 
based nanostructures can be controlled by using alternate laser polarizations [Reif, 2009]. As 
long as the defect/diffusion based nanostructures formed with elliptical and circular polarization 
retain their original crystal structure and orientation, we may be able to optimize structure shape 
for making a detector.  
8.6 Doping with exotic elements 
 With an understanding of the physical mechanisms responsible for HSFL formation in 
semiconductors, future work should look to exploit them. The enhanced mobility from defect 
generation and bond softening might be useful for doping semiconductors with exotic materials. 
This thesis suggests exploring the feasibility of utilizing the ultrafast laser generated point 
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defects to dope semiconductors by irradiating semiconductors in the presence of carrier gasses. 
For these applications, it would be ideal to form defects without causing HSFL formation in 
order to maintain a surface suitable for electrical contacts. Ultrafast laser based doping above the 
ablation threshold show that the ability to introduce dopants into a semiconductor requires a 
minimum adsorption rate controlled by the gas partial pressure and doping only occurred when 
alongside morphological changes [Crouch, 2004]. It is also important to choose a system where 
the defect lifetime is long relative to the rate of diffusion. For this reason GaAs remains a good 
candidate for defect-diffusion based ultrafast laser doping. Future work will seek to optimize the 
fluence, number of exposures, repetition rate, laser wavelength, and gas pressure, which 
determines adsorption rate in order to explore the potential for defect-diffusion based ultrafast 
laser doping of semiconductors.  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Appendix 1 
Dielectric Function Code 
 This C++ code calculates the excited dielectric function for GaAs in order to determine 
the SPP wavelength. It also will calculate the time dependent ground state dielectric function 
during band-gap collapse by fitting reflectivity data to a two oscillator model. 
// 
//  main.cpp 
//  GaAs Excited Dielectric Function 
// 
//  Created by Michael Abere on 3/4/15. 
//  Copyright (c) 2015 Michael Abere. All rights reserved. 
// 
#include <iostream> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <complex> 
#include <fstream> 
using namespace std; 
int main(int argc, const char * argv[]) 
{ 
    complex<double>  Epsilon_wX, Epsilon_wY, A_oscillator, B_oscillator, drude, eg; 
    complex<double> Ry, Ry1, Exc, gx, hx, dExc, deltaEg, omegaX; 
    //double hbar = 6.582e-16; 
    double one = 1, wp = 13.7; 
    double wp1, ne = 0, e = 1.602e-19, rs, rs1; //Excitation 
    double omega1 = 3.1, omega2 = 4.75, gamma1 = 0.68, gamma2 = 1.60; //Time zero 
    //double omega1 = 2.85, omega2 = 3.95, gamma1 = 1.2, gamma2 = 6.5; //Time 130 fs 
    //double omegaX = 2.2, omegaY =4.4, omega1 = 2.1, omega2 = 3.8, gamma1 = 0, gamma2 = 
0; // 130 fs start 
    complex<double> i = {0,1}; 
    double f = 0.16; 
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    ofstream myfile; 
    myfile.open("solver.txt"); 
     
    if (myfile.fail()){ 
        cout << "Error opening" << endl; 
        return 1; 
    } 
     
     
     
    /*for (int l = 0; l < 20; l++){ 
        omega2 = 3.8; 
         
        for (int m = 0; m < 20; m++){ 
            gamma1 = 0; 
             
            for (int n = 0; n < 25; n++){ 
                gamma2 = 0; 
                 
                for (int o = 0; o < 25; o++){ 
                    A_oscillator = f / (omega1 * omega1 - omegaX * omegaX + i * omegaX * 
gamma1); 
                    B_oscillator = (1-f) / (omega2 * omega2 - omegaX * omegaX + i * omegaX * 
gamma2); 
                    Epsilon_wX = one + wp * wp * (A_oscillator + B_oscillator); 
                     
                     
                    A_oscillator = f / (omega1 * omega1 - omegaY * omegaY + (i * omegaX * 
gamma1)); 
                    B_oscillator = (1-f) / (omega2 * omega2 - omegaY * omegaY + (i * omegaX * 
gamma2)); 
                    Epsilon_wY = one + wp * wp * (A_oscillator + B_oscillator); 
                     
                    myfile << omega1 << " " << omega2  << " " << gamma1 << " " << gamma2 << " " 
<< omegaX << " " << Epsilon_wX.real() << " " << -Epsilon_wX.imag() << " " << omegaY << " 
" << Epsilon_wY.real() << " " << -Epsilon_wY.imag() << endl; 
                     
                    gamma2 = gamma2 + 0.5; 
                } 
                 
                gamma1 = gamma1 + 0.05; 
            } 
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            omega2 = omega2 + 0.05; 
             
        } 
        omega1 = omega1 + 0.05; 
        cout << "progress = " << (omega1 - 2.1) * 100 << "/100" << endl; 
         
    }*/ 
     
    ne = 1.77e22; 
    for (int j = 0; j < 601; j++){ 
        A_oscillator = f / (omega1 * omega1 - omegaX * omegaX + i * omegaX * gamma1); 
        B_oscillator = (1-f) / (omega2 * omega2 - omegaX * omegaX + i * omegaX * gamma2); 
        Epsilon_wX = one + wp * wp * (A_oscillator + B_oscillator); 
         
         
        wp1 = sqrt(ne * 4.75e4 * 1e6) * 6.582e-16; 
        drude = wp1/(omegaX * (omegaX + i * 1e-15)); 
        //Epsilon_wY = one + (conj(Epsilon_wX) * (omegaX - 1.424) - one) * (1.77e23 - ne)/
1.77e23 - drude; 
        Epsilon_wY = one - drude; 
         
        //A_oscillator = f / (omega1 * omega1 - omegaY * omegaY + (i * omegaX * gamma1)); 
        //B_oscillator = (1-f) / (omega2 * omega2 - omegaY * omegaY + (i * omegaX * gamma2)); 
        //Epsilon_wY = one + wp * wp * (A_oscillator + B_oscillator); 
     
        //cout << omegaX << " " << A_oscillator << " " << B_oscillator << endl; 
        cout << omegaX.real() << " " << Epsilon_wY.real() << " " << Epsilon_wY.imag()<< endl; 
        //" " << Epsilon_wY.real() << " " << Epsilon_wY.imag()<< endl; 
      
        omegaX = 0.01 + omegaX; 
        } 
     
    /*omegaX = 1.5895; 
    eg = 12.8 + 1.4925*i; 
    for (int j = 0; j < 5001; j++){ 
  
        wp1 = sqrt(ne * 4.75e4 * 1e6) * 6.582e-16; 
        drude = wp1/(omegaX * (omegaX + i * 1e-15)); 
        Epsilon_wX = one + (eg * (omegaX - 1.424) - one) * (1.77e23 - ne)/1.77e23 - drude; 
        //cout << ne/1e6 << " " << rs << " " << Ry1 << endl; 
        cout << ne << " " << " " << Epsilon_wX.real() << " " << Epsilon_wX.imag()<< endl; 
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        ne = ne + 1e20; 
    }*/ 
     
    myfile.close(); 
     
    return 0; 
} 
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Appendix 2 
Pair Correlation Code 
 This C++ code calculates the pair correlation function from an AFM image assuming 
periodic boundary conditions.  
// 
//  main.cpp 
//  Pair Correlation Function 
// 
//  Created by Michael Abere on 6/25/15. 
//  Copyright (c) 2015 Michael Abere. All rights reserved. 
// 
#include <iostream> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <cstdlib> 
using namespace std; 
//These two functions are for making a sorted list but Excel is faster 
void print_array(double array[], int size) { 
    //cout<< "buble sort steps: "; 
    int j; 
    for (j=0; j<size-1;j++) 
        cout <<" "<< array[j] << endl; 
}//end of print_array 
void bubble_sort(double arr[], int size) { 
    bool not_sorted = true; 
    int j=1,tmp; 
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    while (not_sorted)  { 
        not_sorted = false; 
        j++; 
        for (int i = 0; i < size - j; i++) { 
            if (arr[i] > arr[i + 1]) { 
                tmp = arr[i]; 
                arr[i] = arr[i + 1]; 
                arr[i + 1] = tmp; 
                not_sorted = true; 
                 
            }//end of if 
            //print_array(arr,23); //input size of array 
        }//end of for loop 
    }//end of while loop 
    print_array(arr,977032); //input size of array 
}//end of bubble_sort 
int main(int argc, const char * argv[]) { 
     
    int length = 1311; 
    ifstream myfile1; 
    ifstream myfile2; 
    myfile1.open("xdata.txt"); 
    myfile2.open("ydata.txt"); 
    long k = 0, q = 0; 
    int n = 0; 
    double x, y; 
    double x_input[1311] = {}, y_input[1311] = {}, output[1000000] = {}; //need to manually add 
lengths 
    double x_ninegrid[11799] = {}, y_ninegrid[11799] = {}; //need to manually add length 
    double distance; 
    //myfile >> x; 
    //cout << x << endl; 
     
    if (myfile1.fail()){ 
        cout << "Error opening x data" << endl; 
        return 1; 
    } 
     
    if (myfile2.fail()){ 
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        cout << "Error opening y data" << endl; 
        return 1; 
    } 
     
    //This loop inputs shit into an x and y vector 
    for (int i=0; i<length; i++){ 
        myfile1 >> x; 
        myfile2 >> y; 
        x_input[i] = x; 
        y_input[i] = y; 
        //cout << x_input[i] << " " << y_input[i] << endl; //check to see if input file is functioning 
    } 
     
    for (int asdf1 = 0; asdf1 < length; asdf1++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf1] - 5000; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf1] - 5000; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf2 = 0; asdf2 < length; asdf2++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf2]; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf2] - 5000; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf3 = 0; asdf3 < length; asdf3++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf3] + 5000; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf3] - 5000; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf4 = 0; asdf4 < length; asdf4++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf4] - 5000; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf4]; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf5 = 0; asdf5 < length; asdf5++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf5]; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf5]; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
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    for (int asdf6 = 0; asdf6 < length; asdf6++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf6] + 5000; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf6]; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf7 = 0; asdf7 < length; asdf7++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf7] - 5000; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf7] + 5000; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf8 = 0; asdf8 < length; asdf8++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf8]; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf8] + 5000; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
    for (int asdf9 = 0; asdf9 < length; asdf9++){ 
        x_ninegrid[q] = x_input[asdf9] + 5000; 
        y_ninegrid[q] = y_input[asdf9] + 5000; 
        //cout << x_ninegrid[q] << " " << y_ninegrid[q] << endl; 
        q = q + 1; 
    } 
     
    for (int m=0; m<length; m++){ 
         
        for (int j=0; j< 9*length; j++){ 
            distance = sqrt((x_input[m]-x_ninegrid[j])*(x_input[m]-x_ninegrid[j]) + (y_input[m]-
y_ninegrid[j])*(y_input[m]-y_ninegrid[j])); 
             
                //cout << distance << endl; //check to see if distance is calculating 
             
            if (distance == 0){ 
                distance = 5000; 
            } 
            if (abs(y_input[m] - y_ninegrid[j]) > 30){ 
                distance = 5000; 
            } 
            if (distance < 1455){ 
                //cout << "if statement distance is: " << distance << endl; 
              output[k] = distance; 
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              cout << "m= " << m << " k= " << k << " stored " << output[k] << endl; //check to see if 
outputing correctly 
                 
                //cout << output[k] << endl; 
              k = k + 1; 
            } 
         
        } 
        n = n + 1; 
        //cout << "m is now " << m << endl; 
    } 
     
    //print_array(output,23); 
    //bubble_sort(output, 977032); 
     
    myfile1.close(); 
    myfile2.close(); 
     
    return 0; 
} 
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Appendix 3 
Calibrating the Ultrafast Laser with the Si Threshold 
 The ablation threshold of Si is used to calibrate the laser each day before running any 
experiments. This is because the experiment can be performed quickly and is sensitive to 
changes in pulse quality that are not detectable by simply maximizing the laser output power, the 
oscilloscope resolution when measuring the pulse train, or an intensity autocorrelator.  
 A diagram of the experimental setup used for standard system calibration is provided in 
Figure A3.1. The laser beam was aligned along the optics table by using two pinholes and two 
mirrors. Any change to pinhole placement was performed by manually aligning the beam to the 
screw holes along the table and to a fiducial mark on a fluorescent card for height. Mirror 1 in 
Figure A3.1 is used to align the beam through pinhole 1 and mirror 2 aligns pinhole 2. One 
should check to make sure there isn’t any dust on the mirrors by looking for dark spots within the 
beam on a fluorescent card after each mirror. If the mirrors are dirty, they can be cleaned by 
wiping them with methanol on a lens cleaning cloth.  
 The average power was measured in an Ophir Optics thermal power sensor, which was 
converted to an average pulse energy by dividing the measured power by the laser repetition rate. 
The laser energy was attenuated by rotating the polarization with a half-wave-plate and then 
rejecting the p-polarized beam with a beam splitting cube. One should not allow the laser dwell 
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with the wave-plate rotated to a minimum as this will eventually lead to damage of the cube.  
Additional attenuation was performed using neutral density filters.  
 The beam was focussed onto the sample at normal incidence with a plano-convex lens. 
Calibration experiments and those used to determine damage thresholds in new materials were 
performed with a 20 cm focal length lens because it produces damage spots with an average 
separation that is easy to image when the 4-axis translation stage in Figure A3.1 is rastered at its 
maximum 100 mm/s velocity. Experiments for high spatial frequency laser induced periodic 
surface structure (HSFL) formation were performed with a 100 cm focal length lens because the 
larger spot size reduces the contribution of power meter noise when choosing an irradiation 
fluence.   
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Figure A3.1 Configuration and relevant optics for laser calibration and threshold studies
 The focussed spot size was measured using a WinCam-D beam profiling CCD camera. 
The camera magnifies the focussed spot with a 20X objective such that the beam focussed with a 
20 cm lens fills ~ 20% of the camera pixels. Coarse alignment into the camera is performed at 
300 µW of average power so as not to damage the camera. The beam is attenuated as it is moved 
toward focus so as not to saturate the pixels. The maximum peak should be on the order of 80% 
of the maximum in order to get an accurate measurement of the spot size. The spot area was 
calculated by counting the number of pixels over 13.5% (1/e2) of the spot center. The conversion 
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Figure A3.2 Direct output from the Kaleidograph plotting software used for 
calibration studies. m1 is an estimate of the beam radius and should be within 10% 
of the measured value from the beam profiler. m2 is the calculated threshold 
fluence. The plotted line should cross within the error bars for the physical 
measurements taken from the optical images in order for the fit to be considered 
between pixel count and a physical length used the width of the imaged area as 235 µm. This 
value was calibrated by measuring the spot center translation with a known distance on the 4-
axis stage and is consistent with the width reported in the WinCam D manual. While the spot size 
scales by the well known 1.22 fλ/d relationship for lenses longer than 20 cm, new profiles must 
be taken for focal lengths smaller than 20 cm. The equation F = 2Etotal/πA is used to calculate 
fluence where F is the peak fluence, Etotal is the energy per pulse (equal to the average power 
over the repetition rate), and A is the area calculated from the beam profile.    
 Sample focus position was determined using a second CCD camera and then marking the 
position of the focussed spot with a micrometer. This method is consistent with spark testing and 
decidedly faster. One should note that the camera and micrometer do not fit into the space for 
lenses less than 10 cm so the spark test must be used. Performing a spark test requires that one 
finds the range at which a specific fluence produces a spark on a piece of Si. The beam is 
attenuated until the spark range is on the order of the Rayleigh length of the lens.   
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Figure A3.3 Layout of Clark MXR 2001 laser and relevant optics for day to day optimization
 The Si threshold is performed by rastering the sample through the focussed beam to make 
lines of laser damage spots. The threshold is calculated by imaging the sample in optical 
microscopy and measuring the area of each spot. For statistical purposes, nine damage spots 
were measured for each fluence on a new material. From each area, an effective radius is 
calculated by  taking the square root of the area over π. The relationship between fluence and 
effective radius is derived from Equation A3.1: 
M0·exp(-2·r2/m12) = m2 
(Equation A3.1) 
r  = (m1/21/2)·ln(M0/m2)1/2 
(Equation A3.2) 
where r is the effective damage spot radius, m1 is the beam waist, M0 is the peak fluence, and m2 
is the threshold fluence. The physical significance of Equation A3.1 is that the radius at which 
the local fluence is equal to the threshold fluence occurs at the edge of the crater. Equation A3.1 
is transformed into Equation A3.2 to solve for the effective radius and then plotted with a two-
parameter fit to determine the damage threshold. An example of this relationship is shown in 
Figure A3.2.   
The acceptable threshold for Si is 0.32 ± 0.02 J/cm2. This range is consistent with 
literature values [Bonse, 2002]. Only when these conditions for the Si threshold are met, the high 
spatial frequency laser induced periodic surface structures (HSFL) form in a repeatable manner. 
In cases where the threshold is already known, the process can be sped up to allow for parallel 
adjustments to the laser during maintenance. The calculated threshold is typically about 0.02 J/
cm2 below the last visible line. By setting the strongest neutral density filter on a wheel to the 
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corresponding power and then making one line per filter, one can simply check if all the lines 
appear on the sample with the microscope located next to the optics table. 
In the event that the Si threshold is not within the acceptable range, sample focus should 
first be checked. The resulting damage craters should spatially match the beam profile taken with 
the WinCamD CCD camera. The second easiest problem to solve is having a lens with the wrong 
anti-reflective coating in the line. The wrong coating will cause the reading in the power meter to 
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Figure A3.4 (a) Appropriate Si morphology near the damage threshold for all fluences 
< 0.6 J/cm2. (b) Si damage morphology signifying that there is an issue with the laser. 
This particular morphology at 0.5 J/cm2 came from a damaged Ti:sapphire crystal. 
overstate the fluence incident on the sample surface. Furthermore, sending a frequency doubled 
beam through a borosilicate lens instead of one of the fused silica lenses will damage the optic. 
If the optics are all properly functioning, then there is likely an issue with the laser itself. 
This will happen less frequently if a steady flow of nitrogen is kept passing through the laser. The 
Clark MXR is highly susceptible to changes in humidity, which frequently occur during the 
changing seasons in Michigan. The pulse compression should be roughly aligned by optimizing 
white light generation through a water beaker. This ensures that the pulses are at least 180 fs or 
shorter. Fine adjustments to compression can be made by minimizing the peak width in the 
intensity autocorrelator located on the optics table next to the laser. Next, the seed alignment 
should be optimized by adjusting the periscope mirror for the seed in Figure A3.3. Mirror 2 can 
then be used to optimize the green Nd:YAG pump laser through the Ti:Sapphire crystal. One 
should be especially careful when moving this mirror as it is possible to damage the Ti:Sapphire 
crystal if the green laser is clipping. As long as the pulse train does not disappear from the 
oscilloscope, the green laser is still going through the Ti:Sapphire. 
The next step is to check for pre-pulses by placing the fast photo-diode into the scattered 
beam. The pre-pulse is the peak that changes if the Pockels Cell (labelled in Figure A3.3) is 
nudged. Small adjustments by pressing on the Pockels Cell should be made until the contrast 
between pre and main pulse are at least 1:1,000. If these changes are not sufficient to bring the Si 
threshold into specification, then the timing may need to be adjusted. Small adjustments to the 
timing can be made by adjusting the laser current. A good rule of thumb is that the pulse on the 
photo-diode should not be correlated to the rising pulses in the train. Next, the dump time should 
be adjusted to maximize power on the dumped pulse. If the threshold is still not within the 
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specified range, then a different seed pulse may be selected by shifting the injection timing. The 
new injection timing should be placed where the peak in the pulse train envelope has the least 
noise in the oscilloscope. If none of this works, then the lamp may have reached the end of its 
lifecycle and needs to be changed. If all else fails, service will need to be called. 
 In addition to the value of the threshold, the Si morphology can be used to diagnose 
issues with the laser. When the laser is working, the crater should have a flat bottom as shown in 
Figure A3.4a. If the crater has additional structure in it such as the morphology shown in Figure 
A3.4b, then the laser has either lost mode locking, is allowing two pulses through, or the prism is 
damaged. Service should be called to remedy these issues. 
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Appendix 4  
Microscopy Long after Irradiation 
 The atom-scale, nano and microstructures of interest are all significantly smaller than a 
human’s 40 µm optical detection limit. Therefore experiments must be characterized using 
various microscopy techniques. Characterization techniques using light, electron beams, and 
scanning probes will be detailed in this section. 
A4.1 Optical Microscopy 
 Optical images were taken to obtain low magnification images of each damage spot. 
Images were taken on a combination of microscopes. The in-house microscope takes the highest 
quality dark field images and does not require walking across campus to operate. Scale bars for 
the different objectives on this scope are stored on the desktop of the lab computer.  
 Higher resolution optical images were taken in the wet chemistry room of the Lurie 
Nanofabrication Laboratory on an Olympus BX-51 microscope located in the Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science building on North Campus. The microscope has brightfield, 
darkfield, differential interference contrast, and fluorescence microscopy capabilities. The higher 
resolution also allows for imaging an entire threshold study in a single image using its area scan 
function.  
 Differential interference microscopy was used to optically determine the height of 
features of an Olympus LEXT Interference microscope located in the wet chemistry room of the 
Lurie Nanofabrication Laboratory. While the instrument is limited optically to the diffraction 
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limit of visible light, it has 20 nm height resolution. It is ideal for structures over 100 nm tall that 
are too rough to take high quality AFM images. 
A4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 
 Atomic force microscopy is a scanning probe technique that is used to determine the 
height of various nanostructures. It was performed on the various stages of HSFL evolution and 
was also used to measure crater depths during ablation experiments. Images were taken on a 
Bruker ICON AFM at the Electron Microscopy and Microanalysis lab located in the North 
Campus Research Facility.  
 Measurements were taken using standard tapping mode because the manual control 
allowed for real time adjustments of the imaging conditions. Noise can be reduced during each 
trace by reducing the set point amplitude. This causes the tip to push harder against the sample. 
The set point can be reduced until the tip begins picking up debris from the surface. Debris on 
the tip is signified by the laser moving off the center of the photodiode during a scan.  
 The other most common issue with imaging are tip artifacts that appear as repeated 
triangles on the image. This occurs because the feature being imaged is smaller than the tip, 
which causes the tip to image itself. These artifacts are particularly common when imaging Si. 
The solution to this problem is to switch out to a newer tip that has not become blunt from 
previous use.  
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A4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken on a Hitachi S3200-N SEM 
located in the Lurie Nanofabrication Laboratory clean room. The microscope provides the high 
SEM resolution, ~10 nm spatially during regular operating conditions, due to its field emission 
gun electron source. For the highest resolution images, the user should correct not only correct 
astigmatism, but also follow the beam alignment, aperture alignment, and stigmator lens 
alignment with the module located directly in the SEM software. Energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy can also be taken but the results should be interpreted with the understanding that 
the excitation volume extends well beyond the sample surface. 
A4.4 Transmission Electron Mircoscopy 
 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were made using focussed ion beam 
lift-out in an FEI NOVA FIB located in the Electron Analysis and Microscopy Laboratory. 50 nm 
of Au were first sputtered to protect the surface during lift-out. This was done as a precautionary 
measure to show that the Pt deposition was not eroding the surface. Additionally, 2 µm of Pt 
were deposited as additional protection from ion beam milling using the electron beam. While 
each new material will require a different recipe, the appropriate beam currents for GaAs are 
provided here. A nice visualization of the lift-out procedure can be found from a microscope 
manufacturer [Youtube, 2011]. For GaAs, the Pt strip should only be 2 microns tall or it may 
fracture during sample plucking. The initial trenches should be dug at 1 nA while welding and 
fine cutting should be performed at 0.10 nA. Polishing should be performed at 50 pA.   
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 Conventional TEM was performed on a JEOL 3011 and scanning TEM (STEM) was 
performed on an aberration corrected JEOL 2100. Samples are typically aligned to the [110] zone 
axis for high resolution imaging because it is the cleavage plane for zinc-blende semiconductors. 
The conventional TEM can be used to take selected area diffraction patterns, bright field, and 
dark field images. The aberration corrected STEM is more ideal for taking high resolution 
images because it takes direct images of the atomic positions. The microscope provides both 
bright field  detection and z-contrast from its high angle annular dark field detector. It is also 
capable of local spectroscopy (energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and electron energy loss 
spectroscopy) and nano-beam diffraction. The advantage of TEM spectroscopy techniques is that 
the chemical composition of the surface can be separated from that of the bulk. Quantitative 
spectroscopy was performed by using fixed microscope conditions on calibration samples to 
determine specific peak to peak ratios. 
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